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Today, the DSM brand identity is worth nearly one billion euros  
(€989m, to be precise).

It represents one of our most precious assets. It plays a key role in creating and 
maintaining stakeholder preference and loyalty. It’s vital to our purpose-led performance 
strategy; and it (literally) colors everything we do. 

Prior to our rebranding in early 2011, DSM was a respected and successful company – but 
we were what you might call ‘a well-kept secret’. 

It’s a testament to the work of everyone in our company that we have made great strides 
in setting DSM apart from the pack and making a name for ourselves by embracing – and 
demonstrating – our commitment to creating brighter lives for all.

However, like all successful brands, we will only prosper and survive by continuing to look 
forward and evolve in a competitive marketplace characterized by constant innovation, 
globalization and digitization. 

Like any valuable asset, our brand needs to be protected and maintained, which is why these 
brand requirements are essential reading for everyone in terms of understanding how it 
works in practice and the thinking behind it. But it also needs to be nurtured and developed. 

That’s why we have created DSM Ambassador Training – because you, as much as any 
website or brochure – are the brand, and we want to give you the tools to explain and 
role-model what DSM stands for.

It’s also why we created our End Market Narrative program, which is now providing a ‘brand 
bridge’ between the high-level DSM story and detailed value propositions on the Business 
Group level. The result: a single, cohesive story for the most important stakeholder of all, 
our customers.

Of course, those are just two examples. These Brand Requirements contain many more – 
including examples of how our businesses have taken the DSM brand and purpose and 
elevated them to a whole new level. At a time when there is more scrutiny than ever on big 
business and its responsibility to society, we have so much to be proud of at DSM. Our 
brand still has a huge role to play in sharing this with the world. 

How far we go, really is in our hands. So, let’s grasp the future!

Inge Massen 
Global Director 
Purpose, Brand  
& Employee 
Communications

Jan Sijstermans 
Global Branding 
Manager

UPDATED
Chapter 1 | Introduction

Minke Bijl 
Senior VP 
Communications  
& External Affairs
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So, what’s new? 
In this latest version (4.0) of these Brand Requirements you’ll find some new, practical 
content. For example, on page 9 we delve further into how our End Market Narratives work 
in practice; on page 38 we outline new branded templates available; and on page 58 you’ll 
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businesses are integrating and executing our brand in a consistent yet creative way.  
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Please visit the DSM brand center to make sure this is the most 
recent version of the DSM brand identity requirements, indicated 
by the version number in the file name plus the release date.
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https://brandcenter.dsm.com/en_US/branding-refresh.html
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DSM Brand identity requirements

Chapter 2:  
Our brand  platform

Our brand platform is the jumping  off point for everything 
we have to say, both visually and verbally. You can use it 
for pretty much everything from social media to trade 
events – and for all audiences.

The idea is to shake things up a bit, inspire people, and 
make a lasting impression...

5
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Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

Our purpose is to create 
brighter lives for all
It’s pretty straightforward really... At DSM we use 
our bright science to create solutions for people 
today and generations  to come.
That means using all our scientific power to improve the lives of as many people 
as we can (within the constraints of the world’s resources, naturally).

Ultimately, we aspire to be a company for all, creating value for our stakeholders 
– customers, employees, shareholders and society at large – and building a 
stronger legacy and brighter future for generations to come.

Our brand is absolutely essential in bringing this purpose to life and 
demonstrating to the world that we take our responsibilities seriously.

Available on the DSM brand center:
• The DSM purpose book
• The DSM purpose toolkit
• The DSM purpose film

6

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/Purpose/dsm-purpose_book_final.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/en_US/purpose.html
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/TMC-2018/tmc-2018-purpose-movie_new.mp4
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Our core brand 
building blocks

DSM brand – core building blocks
Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

PURPOSE
(The reason  

that we exist)

To create brighter lives for all

PROMISE
(The value we  
aim to bring)

Bright Science. Brighter Living.™2

POSITIONING
(Our intended  

position in the hearts 
and minds of our 

stakeholders)

Royal DSM is a global purpose-led,  
science-based company active in Nutrition, 
Health and Sustainable Living

4

1

Our brand is formed by four key building blocks: our purpose, brand promise, personality 
and positioning. 

They are the cornerstone of who we are and what we believe – and crucially, they match 
the needs and desires of our stakeholders and the wider marketplace.

Doing Something Meaningful

The phrase Doing Something Meaningful seems to have really caught-on at DSM. This is a 
great thing, and we encourage everyone to continue using it informally. 

However, in our formal brand communications we prefer to avoid using this term (not least 
because we don’t have trademarks on the phrase, and it can thus be easily copied by others). 
As you’ll learn from reading these Brand Requirements, a major aspect of our brand is 
consistency of message; which is why we urge you to use these building blocks to tell the story.

UPDATED

CULTURE
(Who we are &  

what we stand for)
Also called our 

brand personality

Our culture compass3
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Our purpose & brand promise
Our purpose is why DSM exists. Our brand promise 
summarizes who we are, what we stand for and the value 
we aim to bring. 

Chapter 2 | Our brand platform
Courageous  
Being courageous 
means we are 
willing to make 
tough decisions, 
own our actions, 
embrace new 
ideas, take a stand 
when needed, and 
support others to 
do the same.

Taking responsibility  
Taking responsibility 
means we act ethically 
and with integrity, 
always learning and 
improving, willing to be 
held accountable for our 
performance and the 
safety and wellbeing of 
the people and 
communities around us.

Caring  
Being caring means we 
look out for the people 
and environment around 
us, go the extra mile to 
value and strengthen our 
diverse relationships, 
and take care of others 
and ourselves, so that 
everyone can be  
their best.

Championing 
sustainability  
Championing 
sustainability means we 
improve the quality of 
people’s lives by 
embedding sustainability 
in all that we do, applying 
our scientific know-how 
to address the challenges 
of today and tomorrow.

Collaborative  
Being collaborative 
means we always look 
for the best ways to 
work and innovate 
together and with 
others, to listen and find 
common ground, and to 
apply our knowledge 
and skills in an inclusive 
and agile way.

Delivering value  
Delivering value means 
we use our speed, 
expertise and innovation 
to deliver results, 
meeting the needs and 
earning the trust of 
customers, employees, 
shareholders, 
communities and  
wider society.

Our culture compass
This is the DSM culture compass. It’s a navigational tool 
that helps us see the future we’re aiming for: creating 
value for our customers and shareholders, for our 
communities and wider society, and for each other.

The compass shows us our cultural direction and 
destination, while allowing each of us to find our own ways 
to bring it to life in our daily role, whoever we are and 
wherever we work. It’s a simple framework to help us do 
more of what we already do well, and improve those 
cultural areas where we can be stronger.

The compass also reflects our purpose-led, performance-
driven strategy. Our purpose of creating brighter lives for 
all sits at the heart of the compass – it inspires everything 
we do. We deliver performance by demonstrating better 
who we are, and by taking decisions every day that show 
what we stand for. 

The six outer elements of the compass help us define the 
culture we want to build, and guide our day-to-day interactions 
and decisions. They truly come to life when we combine 
them in ways unique to our own role. Let’s explore them.

3

21

UPDATED

Brand positioning
Our positioning remains: Royal DSM is a global purpose-
led, science-based company active in Nutrition, Health and 
Sustainable Living.

4
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Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

Our End Market 
narratives
The DSM brand is the cornerstone of all our stakeholder 
interactions and communications.
But how do we create a ‘bridge’ between the high-level DSM story and our specific value 
propositions for customers in end markets? How do we use our brand to maximize the 
value of our solutions, product brands and services in their eyes?

To tackle this challenge, we created a set of End Market Narratives (EMNs) based on a 
simple and consistent framework. 

Initially we have identified the seven end markets shown below (plus Emerging 
Businesses, which covers our activities in several smaller end markets).

• Animal Feed

• Automotive

• Dietary Supplements

• Early Life Nutrition

• Electrical & Electronics

• Food & Beverage

• Personal Care

UPDATED
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Each narrative starts with the same brand statement:

Royal DSM is a global purpose-led, science-based company active 
in Nutrition, Health and Sustainable Living.
The framework then follows the structure below (based on Animal Feed, our first 
alphabetical End Market):

Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

End Market 
Narrative

Animal Feed

Outside-in 
story

We enable our customers to produce sustainable and healthy animal 
proteins to solve the sustainability and commercial challenges we 
face in transforming how we feed the world.

Inside-out  
story

We make this happen through the most comprehensive science-based 
animal nutrition solutions, intelligently scaled to fit your local needs.

Because... Reasons to believe:

1. Tackling antimicrobial 
resistance.

2. Reducing our reliance on 
marine resources.

3. Cutting livestock emissions.

4. Efficient use of natural 
resources.

5. Safe, quality nutrition with less 
food waste.

6. Lifetime performance.

1

2

3

 1  Most importantly, each end market starts with the customer – and their needs.

 2  We then explain how our capabilities meet those needs.

 3  This in turn is supported by key proof-points and stories from across the relevant End 
Market portfolio that support this.

A full overview of our end markets will be available soon on dsm.com. If you have any 
further questions about how they are applied in the meantime, please contact your 
Cluster Communications Director.

UPDATED

Helping tackle 
antimicrobial 
resistance
We’re focusing our passion and expertise on developing 
novel nutritional solutions which increase the resilience 
of animals to stress and pathogens, thereby limiting 
antibiotic use.
We are transforming animal nutrition and health  
to build a sustainable future, responsibly. 

If not us, who? If not now, when?
WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

Find out how DSM can help transform animal 
nutrition and health sustainably at dsm.com/anh

How does it work in practice?

DSM Animal Nutrition & Health wanted to make a real statement to customers about its 
commitment to sustainability – and how this benefits them. So, it created this concise, 
emotionally resonant, and fact-based advertisement based on its End Market Narrative. 
The result is a credible and engaging piece of communication that avoids clichés 
and focuses squarely on the issues that their customers care about – hammered 
home with a bold and arresting visual that builds on the DSM brand identity. 

Check out the showcase to see how Animal Nutrition & Health has further unpacked 
its End Market Narrative.

https://www.dsm.com/wemakeitpossible/en_us/sustainability-platforms/improving-lifetime-performance.html#campaign-video
http://www.dsm.com
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Who said consistency 
and creativity don’t mix?
Strong brands are consistent brands. Just think of the 
world’s best well-known companies. Why are they so 
instantly recognizable? Because their brand identity and 
experience is consistent and distinct wherever and 
whenever we come into contact with it.
Consistency is also about building trust. But perhaps most importantly, being consistent 
doesn’t mean we cannot be creative. Quite the contrary. Rather, it creates the solid 
foundations for us to create smart new ways of communicating our brand in a memorable 
way that people everywhere know, trust and respect.

If you want to learn more about how to balance creativity and consistency, check out our 
Brand Communications Checklist, which shows you how a real-life DSM advertisement 
measures up to these criteria.

Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

Available on the DSM brand center: 
DSM Brand Finance Reports

11

UPDATED

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/en_US/brand-value.html
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The Brand 
Communications 
Checklist
Getting our brand identity consistent and correct is 
essential because familiarity ultimately breeds trust in 
both our company and our products – which in turn drives 
a preference for DSM from stakeholders ranging from 
customers to potential employees. 

But this is only half the challenge. It’s also essential that 
our brand doesn’t become a boundary to creativity. In short, 
we realize that you need the freedom to build upon our 
brand’s core visual and verbal elements to create imaginative 
and inspiring creative work that resonates with your key 
stakeholders and makes us stand out from the competition. 

Which is why we’ve created The Brand Communications 
Checklist to help get this ‘brand balance’ just right – and 
identify areas where you can load the brand more consistently 
and creatively – whether it’s building a ‘brand bridge’ through 
our End Market Narrative or simply writing stronger 
headlines with greater stopping power (see tone of voice). 

To give you an idea, we’ve selected one of our Showcase 
campaigns and applied this checklist to illustrate exactly 
how and why it’s such a powerful expression of our brand. 

If you (and your agencies and suppliers) follow these 
simple rules you really can’t go wrong – and who knows? 
Perhaps your own campaign will be appearing in the next 
updates of this Brand Showcase.

Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

UPDATED

Element Explanation Does it comply?

Overall impact Does it make me stop and 
take notice?

Clear and engaging.

Brand & purpose 
application

Are the imagery, typeface, 
color pallet and language 
in line with our DSM brand 
identity and purpose?

The ad uses the DSM 
brand system (although 
purpose connection could 
be stronger).

Brand bridge Does it connect our 
high-level brand story to 
your specific proposition? 
If in doubt, consult our 
End Market Narrative 
explanation.

Makes our company brand 
positioning relevant to the 
end market audience.

Creativity & 
differentiation 

Does it send a memorable 
and distinctive message to 
your key audience? Focus 
on the USP.

Yes. You don’t see  
an ‘armoured’ chicklet  
every day…

Headline 
stopping power

Does it make an immediate 
connection and establish 
relevance for the reader?

Extremely clear.

Image stopping 
power

Does it have real visual 
impact and relevance? 

Establishes the relevance 
immediately: ‘this is about 
protecting chicklets’.

Main content Does it summarize the 
story well and support 
benefits with facts (show, 
don’t tell). 

The infographic adds  
real weight.

Call to action Is it clear and assertive? Couldn’t be clearer:  
We make it possible.

Helping tackle 
antimicrobial 
resistance
We’re focusing our passion and expertise on developing 
novel nutritional solutions which increase the resilience 
of animals to stress and pathogens, thereby limiting 
antibiotic use.
We are transforming animal nutrition and health  
to build a sustainable future, responsibly. 

If not us, who? If not now, when?
WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

Find out how DSM can help transform animal 
nutrition and health sustainably at dsm.com/anh

How does the brand communications checklist work:
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Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

Our basic brand 
architecture
and why it’s important
At DSM we have a two-layer brand architecture.
The first is our company brand and the idea here is simple.

Our products and solutions come from a single company with a consistent, cohesive 
message behind it. This means we communicate as DSM, not individual Business Groups 
(other than for financial or reporting comms) – and with no additional taglines or logos 
– as the Feedback Empowers example shows on the next page.

The second layer concerns individual product (or category) brands…

Our Product Branding Strategy

If you want to brand a product (old or new) there are three categories:

DSM company branded propositions 

These comprise the vast majority of our product portfolio, and are loaded with DSM brand 
identity elements to help maximize their value and impact. Eg, Arnitel®

DSM product brands 

For a handful of DSM products with significant size and scope, you can create a  
Product Brand with its own logo and unique visual elements (based on the DSM color 
palette). Eg, Dyneema®. 

You can also add an inspirational product promise (tagline) – in the case of Dyneema®, 
‘With you when it matters’. 

13

UPDATED

13
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Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

Please note: your potential Product Brand first needs to meet these criteria:

1 Business 

• Does it represent a significant revenue opportunity?

• Does it have Intellectual Property protection?

• Does the annual brand spend exceed €100k per year (per market segment)?

2 Brand 

• Does your product have a defined DNA and product promise?

• Is there a product brand program to drive awareness, preference and loyalty?

3 Portfolio 

• Does it reflect the DSM company brand, strategy and values?

• Does it strengthen the DSM company brand (through proof, benefits and values?)

• Does it have a defined role in the product brand portfolio (on a segment or  
Business Group level)?

If your product meets these criteria you can go ahead and create your DSM Product Brand.  
If it doesn’t, you have a Company Branded Proposition. If you’re unsure, just contact the 
Marketing & Sales Team for more info.

Please remember: It’s essential to have the correct trademark approvals and registrations 
for all Product Brands. For more information contact the Global Trademarks Center of DSM 
Intellectual Property or send them an email.

Ingredient Brands

Finally, there’s one rare breed of DSM product brand: the Ingredient Brand (eg, life’s™OMEGA). 

On certain vitamin products you’ll find life’s™OMEGA referenced on the product label – 
representing a promise to the customer of the quality they’re buying.

In other words, while most of our product brands are B2B, our Ingredient Brands are B2C 
– thus making that direct connection with the consumer, usually at point-of-purchase.

Creating an Ingredient Brand is not solely DSM’s decision of course and needs to be 
considered very carefully with the third party. For more information contact the  
Global Trademarks Center of DSM Intellectual Property or send them an email.

UPDATED

14

https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-dec/English/services/ip/gtc/Pages/default.aspx
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-dec/English/services/ip/gtc/Pages/default.aspx
mailto:global.trademarks%40dsm.com?subject=
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-dec/English/services/ip/gtc/Pages/default.aspx
mailto:global.trademarks%40dsm.com?subject=
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Chapter 2 | Our brand platform

Show, 
don’t tell
In B2B marketing in particular, any bold claim  that a 
company makes is likely to be met with a familiar 
response: prove it!

That’s why the best way for us to make a serious and 
lasting impact among our target audiences is to share 
fact-based goals, targets and statistics - that readers can 
very quickly absorb and remember. 
Don’t forget that everything we do is linked to the UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) – so try to refer to these whenever possible.

By doing this – and showing the impact that we’re making on society by hitting or perhaps 
even exceeding our goals – we grow our credibility;  we increase our authenticity; and we 
enhance the reputation and value of our brand.
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DSM Brand identity requirements

Chapter 3:  
Our brand identity

For any brand it’s important to keep looking forward; and 
for a science-based brand like ours, dedicated to creating 
a brighter future... it’s a must.

Our markets are more competitive than ever. If we want 
our voice to be heard above the noise it’s essential that 
our brand identity matches our ambition.

The following pages highlight the key elements of our 
visual identity; plus a summary of our verbal identity 
(which we’ll extend in future editions of this document).

16
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Print literature front cover

Powerpoint title slide

Chapter 3 | Our brand identity

Our DSM 
Brand system

Offline applications

Online applications tend to occupy less space and are 
scanned over more quickly than offline applications. For 
this reason, we’ve applied a different set of rules to online 
and offline applications. 

We use the DSM simplified logo 1  for online applications; 
with the DSM brand promise 2  taking on a more active 
role by being displayed in the key visual on the page.

For offline applications, the DSM master logo lockup 3  is 
used, which incorporates the DSM brand promise.

The DSM Activity Descriptor 4  should be used on all 
online and offline applications if space allows (eg for 
online banners or social media memes where space may  
be limited).

Intelligent
fitness

Here’s a summary of the updates 
we’ve made from the original 
brand identity.

Online applications
Mobile homepage

Desktop homepage

1

1

34

4

4

4

3

2

2

1

1

UPDATED
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Balancius™

It’s all in the detail

With an improvement in broiler performance, health and 
welfare, and a reduction in the environmental footprint, 
broiler producers around the world have increased their 
profitability by making Balancius™ a key component of  
their broiler feed. 

Join the growing community of successful Balancius™ 
customers by contacting your DSM representative.

Balancing broiler performance, profitability and sustainable 
production, while reducing the need for antibiotics, can be 
challenging. Now you have Balancius™ – a first-of-its-kind 
feed ingredient that unlocks the hidden potential of your 
broilers’ gastrointestinal functionality.

Created together by DSM and Novozymes, Balancius™ has  
a unique mode of action that hydrolyses peptidoglycans to 
break down dead bacterial cell wall debris, optimising 
nutritional absorption and feed efficiency.

By supporting gastrointestinal functionality in your broilers, 
Balancius™ improves feed conversion ratios and weight gain, 
leading to increased processing yields. It also contributes to 
welfare by keeping litter dry, leading to healthier footpads.

CONSISTENTLY  
IMPROVES   

FEED CONVERSION 
RATIOS  AND  

WEIGHT GAIN

REDUCES 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

FOOTPRINT

INCREASES   
PROCESSING  

YIELD

CONTRIBUTES TO 
WELFARE – KEEPS 

LITTER DRY, LEADING   
TO HEALTHIER 

FOOTPADS

Reducing emissions 
from livestock
We’re focusing our passion and expertise on finding ways 
to reduce ammonia emissions from pigs. 
We are transforming animal nutrition and health  
to build a sustainable future, responsibly.

If not us, who? If not now, when?
WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

Find out how DSM can help transform animal 
nutrition and health sustainably at dsm.com/anh

Results at a glance

Strategy 2021
€ 1,6841

Adjusted EBITDA2 versus € 1,5323

in 2018 (in millions)

+10%1

Adjusted EBITDA2 growth
versus 20183 and versus a high

single-digit target

+47%1

Adjusted net operating
free cash flow2 growth

versus 20183 and versus an average
annual target of ~10%

-1%

Organic sales growth
versus 20183

21%

Innovation sales, in line with our
ambition of ~20%

~17%

GHG scope 1 + 2 reduction —
cumulative structural

improvement4 versus ~8% in 2018
(baseline 2016)

74%

Employee Engagement
Index versus 76%

in 2018

63%5

Sales of Brighter
Living Solutions versus

62%3 in 2018

1 Including the impact of IFRS 16, see table on page 164.
2 For reconciliation to IFRS performance measures, see table on page 180.
3 Excluding temporary vitamin effect in 2018 of € 415 million sales and € 290 millions (Adjusted) EBITDA, for further information see table on page 65.
4 We estimate that the effect of the underlying cumulative structural improvements in absolute GHG emissions was approximately 17% and 8% in 2019 and 2018

respectively, versus the 2016 baseline. The total cumulative absolute reduction was 25% and 18% respectively, versus the 2016 baseline.
5 For a small percentage of sales (approximately 2%) classified as BLS, the environmental impact is considered 'best in class' together with other solutions.

Bright Science. Brighter Living. 2019 16 www.dsm.com

Report by the Managing Board - Strategy 2021

Our competences 
and purpose... 

Our key competences + 
addressing megatrends and 
the UN SDGs:

provide growth 
opportunities in 
our focus domains...
a science-based company 
active in Nutrition, Health 
and Sustainable Living:

creating a growth 
company...

with targets that underpin 
our mission.

Our 2019—2021 targets:

Strategy 2021: Growth & Value - Purpose led, Performance driven

High single-digit % 
annual increase in Adjusted 

EBITDA 

+

+

+

~10% average annual 
increase in Adjusted net 
operating free cash flow

Value-creating M&A

Company 
growth

Mega trends

Purpose sets scope for further growth and evolution

With Strategy 2021: Growth & Value - Purpose led,
Performance driven, we will evolve further toward being a
purpose-led, science-based company operating in the
fields of Nutrition, Health and Sustainable Living. Our strong
growth platform, centered on developing innovative
solutions addressing Nutrition & Health, Climate & Energy
and Resources & Circularity, together with increased
customer-centricity and our large innovation projects, will
drive above-market growth. At the same time, we will remain
focused on cost control and operational excellence,
allowing us to accelerate profit growth and cash generation.
Organic growth will be complemented by acquisitions,
predominantly in Nutrition.

Our Nutrition business will focus on human nutrition
(ingredients and solutions for food & beverages, as well as
specialty nutrition, nutritional ingredients, consumer-
branded products and personalized nutrition), animal
nutrition (with premix and specialty solutions), and
personal care and aroma ingredients.

Our Materials business will further develop as a high-
growth, higher-margin specialty business, and will focus on
the categories Improved Health & Living, Green Products &
Applications, and New Mobility & Connectivity.

By improving the impact of our own operations, enabling
sustainable solutions for our customers, and advocating
sustainable business, we can grow faster and reduce our
cost and risk profile. We will further step up our ambitions

regarding the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (in
line with the Paris Agreement), our energy efficiency and our
use of renewable energy.

Performance to deliver growth and value
We have set two ambitious targets for profit growth and cash
generation to drive value creation for the period 2019–2021:

- A high single-digit percentage annual increase in
Adjusted EBITDA

- An average annual increase of about 10% in Adjusted net
operating free cash flow

We are committed to top-line growth ahead of market,
which will be supported by expanded solution offerings that
place the customer even more firmly in the center of our
activities, as well as by harnessing digital capabilities to
increase customer intimacy, improve productivity and
efficiency, and support new business models.
Approximately 45% of sales will come from high-growth
economies.

We will leverage our unique technology capabilities to
develop innovative sustainable solutions in Nutrition &
Health, Climate & Energy and Resources & Circularity, and
will invest approximately 5% of sales in R&D to develop
differentiating science and technology. Our innovation
projects, including Veramaris®, Project Clean Cow,
fermentative Stevia and Niaga®, will result in about 20%
of sales coming from innovation. The following table
describes the ambitions underpinning our financial targets:

Bright Science. Brighter Living. 2019 17 www.dsm.com
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Chapter 3 | Our brand identity

Brand elements, 
templates and 
components
Our core visual brand elements represent the cornerstone 
of DSM’s visual identity. They include the DSM logo, the 
DSM brand promise, the visual device and other elements 
like typefaces, colors, and imagery.
We’re now using these visual brand elements to build templates for digital and printed 
applications: they provide a solid starting point in helping you apply our DSM brand 
identity the right way.

You’ll also find that a new set of stationery 
templates is now available; as well as 
several templates for printed applications 
like posters, advertising and brochures.

For digital applications we’re building a 
digital component library (see chapter 4). 
And we also offer you templates for 
PowerPoint presentations and Word.

Remember to check the DSM brand center 
regularly for new templates.

Various example applications

Brochure example cover

Annual report cover

Website

Brochure example content pages

Annual report content pages

Brochure example back cover

Annual report back cover

Smarter,
lighter, greener,
brighter.

DSM ENGINEERING PLASTICS  
WHITE PAPER

DSM – Bright Science. Brighter Living.™  
Royal DSM is a global, purpose-led, science-based company 
active in Nutrition, Health and Sustainable Living. DSM’s 
purpose is to create brighter lives for all. DSM addresses 
with its products and solutions some of the world’s biggest 
challenges while simultaneously creating economic, 
environmental and societal value for all its stakeholders – 
customers, employees, shareholders, and society at large. 
DSM delivers innovative solutions for human nutrition, 
animal nutrition, personal care and aroma, medical devices, 
green products and applications, and new mobility and 
connectivity. DSM and its associated companies deliver 
annual net sales of about €10 billion with approximately 
23,000 employees. The company was founded in 1902 and 
is listed on Euronext Amsterdam. More information can be 
found at www.dsm.com.

© 2020 Royal DSM. All rights reserved.

Questions about or feedback on 
this Report can be addressed to:

Royal DSM
P.O. Box 6500
6401 JH Heerlen
Netherlands
T +31 (0)45 578 8111
E media.contact@dsm.com
W  www.dsm.com

For printing of this Report 100% biological ink 
and FSC-paper was used. This Report is printed 
carbon neutral.

NIBH EUISMOD TINCIDUN
Laoreet magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi sit 
enim minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl. Ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure 
dolor in hendrerit. In vulputate velit esse molestie 
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla 
amet facilisis at vero. 

Et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zril delenit augue duis dolore 
te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Lusto augue 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim 
ad minim veniam, nulla nostrud exerci tation. 
Ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex 
commodo consequat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, diam nonummy. 

SED DIAM NONUMMY NIBH EUISMOD
Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation. Ullamcorper suscipit lobortis 
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Lorem 
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 
sed diam nonummy.

Et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zril delenit augue duis 
dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit.
Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis 
nostrud exerci tation. Ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, ed diam nonummy.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit. 

Et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum 
zril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit.

Blandit praesent luptatum zril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait 
nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer.

NIBH EUI SMOD TINCIDUN
Et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum 
zril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec tetuer ad. Ipiscing elit, sed diam non ummy nibh euismod 
tincidunt. Et laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim minim veniam. 
Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation. Ullam corper suscipit lobortis nisl  
ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volut- 
pat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation. 

NIBH EUISMOD TINCIDUN
Laoreet magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl. Ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit. In vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat 
nulla facilisis at vero. 

Et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing 
elit. Sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation. Ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing 
elit, sed diam nonummy. 

SED DIAM NONUMMY NIBH EUISMOD
Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. 
Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation. 
Ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy. Nibh euismod tincidunt 
ut laoreet. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in 
vulputate. Velit esse molestie consequat. 

Vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et 
accum san et iusto odio. Dignissim qui blandit praesent 
luptatum zril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing 
elit. Sed diam nostrud et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim 
qui blandit praesent luptatum zril delenit augue duis dolore 
te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons 
ectetuer adipiscing elit. 

SED DIAM NONUMMY NIBH EUISMOD
Tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. 
Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation. 
Ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy. Nibh euismod tincidunt 
ut laoreet. Velit esse molestie consequat. Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit. Sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.

By choosing Stanyl you 
can unlock exceptional 
product development.

VIEW FROM
COSTUMERS
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec 
tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, 
quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper 
suscipit lobortis nisl. 

Ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. 
Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in 
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse 
molestie consequat, vel illum dolore 
eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et 
accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui 
blandit praesent luptatum zril delenit 
augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
cons ectetuer adipiscing elit. 

STANYL OFFERS FAST AND  
EASY PROCESSING WITH 
EXCELLENT MOISTURE 
RESISTANCE.

STANYL OFFERS FAST AND EASY PROCESSING  
WITH EXCELLENT MOISTURE RESISTANCE.

FIGURE 2: RELIABLE SOLUTIONS DUE TO ITS HIGH STRENGTH:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam  
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

75% 15%

15% 15% 75%

50% 60%

50%

Advertisement
– full image

Advertisement
– extended

Available on the landing page DSM branding 
refresh of the DSM brand center:
• DSM_ActivityDescriptor.zip
• DSM_BrandPromise.zip
• DSM_Gradients.zip
• DSM_LogoLockup.zip
• DSM_LogoMASTER.zip
• DSM_LogoSIMPLIFIED.zip
• DSM_VisualDevice.zip
• DSM_Templates.zip
• DSM_ColorPallet.zip

UPDATED

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/en_US/branding-refresh.html
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_activitydescriptor.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_brandpromise.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_gradients.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logolockup.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logomaster.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logosimplified.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_visualdevice.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_templates.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_colorpallet.zip
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Our core visual 
brand elements
When we apply the core visual brand elements the right 
way, we depict a company that’s courageous, caring and 
collaborative – and one that makes a positive difference 
in people’s lives.

 1  The DSM logo 
The DSM master logo and the DSM 
simplified logo are the flagships of our 
company.

 2  The DSM logo lockup 
Consists of two elements; the DSM 
simplified logo and a white panel with 
a fixed shape, position and proportion.

 3  The DSM brand promise 
Summarizes what we do.

 4  Headline 
The starting point for what we tell  
the world.

 5  DSM typefaces 
The typefaces we use for all our online 
and offline communications.

 6  The DSM visual device 
Our multi- and single-color devices, are 
used where there are no suitable images 
available or required.

 7  Photography 
Our photography style and layers.

 8  Colors and gradients 
Because brighter lives are so important 
to us we make our color palette as 
bright as possible wherever we can.  
For more information on using colored 
gradients, see page 29.

 9  The DSM activity descriptor 
Forms part of the DSM corporate 
signature.

Our core visual brand elements in printed applications

Our core visual brand elements in digital applications

Our purpose
is to create
brighter lives
for all

Our purpose
is to create
brighter lives
for all

1 1

2 2

6

3 3

7

4 4

8

5 5

9 9

1

9

7

8

Poster with image

Website

Poster without image
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Layout structures
Portrait and landscape applications have the same basic 
layout structure with a few subtle differences, depending 
on whether they are online or offline.
Headlines should be set in Fira Sans 
Medium unless a heavier or lighter weight 
would look aesthetically better.

Offline applications

The DSM master logo lockup and DSM 
activity descriptor should be positioned in 
one of three ways:

 1  DSM activity descriptor in white in the 
lower left corner of the application, 
horizontally aligned with the DSM 
brand promise underneath the DSM 
master logo lockup on the right.

 2  DSM activity descriptor in blue in the 
lower left corner of the application and 
the DSM master logo lockup and DSM 
activity descriptor positioned on the 
right but not aligned.

 The vertical gap between the DSM 
activity descriptor and DSM master 
logo lockup is flexible and dependent 
upon the content used in the white area. 

 3  DSM activity descriptor in white in the 
lower left corner of the application and 
the DSM master logo lockup and DSM 
activity descriptor positioned in the 
top right.

Online applications

For online applications (online banners, 
website, social media memes etc) the DSM 
simplified logo lockup without the DSM 
activity descriptor should be used. 
Furthermore, you can omit the DSM brand 
promise if space is restricted. 

Advertisement
with headline
and text block
This is an example of an advertisement showing 
a full bleed image in the background (with purple 
gradation to the top left area. The headline 
(above) is set in Fira Sans and the body text to the 
advertisement is as illustrated in this paragraph. 
The size of the text is determined by the length 
and the available space (without compromising 
the image).

Rollerbanner
headline on
image

Invitation
headline
with equal
image and
content

This is an example of body text shown at a particular 
point size and weight to give the impression of what the 
actual text would look like. It is set in Fira Sans regular.

Please RSVP to name.name@dsm.com by 1 June.

We look forward to seeing you there! 

Join us for Event 
2 September 2019 | 9:00–5:30
More detailed location details, 
including building / room 

Document
cover without
image

Subheading if required

Invitation with
mainly content

This is an example of body text shown at a particular 
point size and weight to give the of what the actual text 
would look like. It is set in Fira Sans regular. This is an 
example of body text at a particular point size and to 
give the impression of what the actual text would look 
like. It is set in Fira Sans regular.

This is an example of body text at a particular point size 
and to give the impression of what the actual text would 
look like. It is set in Fira Sans regular.

This is an example of body text at a particular point size 
and to give the impression of what the.

Please RSVP to name.name@dsm.com by 1 June.

We look forward to seeing you there! 

Join us for Event 
2 September 2019 | 9:00–5:30
More detailed location details, 
including building / room 

Rollerbanner
headline with 
content

This is an example of body text 
shown at a particular point size and 
weight to give the impression of 
what the actual text would look like. 
It is set in Fira Sans regular.

Online
banner
headline
here

This is additional 
text in the lower 
part of the banner

Examples of ‘portrait’ layouts

Examples of ‘landscape’ layouts

Advertisement
with headline
and text block

Document
cover without
image
Subheading if required

Invitation with mainly 
content below

This is an example of body text shown at a particular point size and 
weight to give the of what the actual text would look like. It is set in Fira 
Sans regular. This is an example of body text at a particular point size 
and to give the impression of what the actual text would look like. It is 
set in Fira Sans regular.

This is an example of body text shown at a 
particular point size and weight to give the 
impression of what the actual text would look 
like. It is set in Fira Sans regular. 

Rollerbanner
headline
here

Applications (left to right, top to bottom):  
One-page advertisement with and without images,  

invitations with and without images 
3 x alternative roller banners,  

2 x online banner ads, 
Powerpoint slide, postcard, invitation, 

2 x online banner ads.

Online 
banner
headline
here
with subtitle 
as required

Online banner
headline here

Online banner headline here
without image

This is additional 
text in the lower 
part of the banner

ENJOY A
VARIETY OF

COFFEES

from our barista
at the booth!

ENJOY A
VARIETY OF

COFFEES

from our barista
at the booth!

Available on the DSM brand center:
DSM_Templates.zip

1 1

2

2

2

2

3

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_templates.zip
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The DSM logo
The DSM master logo is the flagship of the DSM brand,  
our ‘badge of honor’. Which is why we need to ensure  
that its presentation and use are always correct.
The rich color palette and overlapping layers of transparent colors give the DSM logo 1  
an organic and fluid look, representing the rainbow of diversity we embrace within our 
company; the unique blend of people, talents, technologies and capabilities.

DSM logo in a constraining shape, or place 
it onto any color other than white.

See page 24 for the DSM logo lockup.

The use of the DSM simplified logo (with 
and without the lockup) is mainly for online 
applications, including but not limited to, 
websites, social media, banner adverts and 
eshots. It can also be used on miscellaneous 
small print materials (eg, packaging or 
sample cards where the minimum size of 
the DSM logo cannot be accommodated).

A Chinese version of the DSM logo is 
available with the DSM brand promise in 
Chinese characters. The word mark 
shouldn’t be changed into Chinese 
characters, and you should never translate 
the word mark or DSM brand promise into 
other languages. 

The DSM master logo comprises the DSM 
motif 2 , the word mark 3  and the DSM 
brand promise 4 .

The DSM word mark should never be used 
in isolation. The DSM motif can only be 
applied in isolation for the browser favicon, 
iOS/android icons or on social media. The 
position and proportions of the logo elements 
are fixed and should never be redrawn or 
modified. Elements, shapes, or effects (eg 
shading) must not be used or added.

There is no maximum limit to the size, but 
the minimum size is a width of 36 mm.

When used alone, the DSM logo should 
always be surrounded by its exclusion zone, 
which is entirely clear of any other graphic 
devices like images, patterns, or 
typography. Make sure you never put the 

The DSM simplified logo

ONLY USE THE LOGOTYPES SUPPLED. DO NOT REDRAW, MODIFY OR CHANGE IN ANY WAY.

The DSM master logo in Chinese

Minimum size: 36mm

Minimum size: 50px / 18mm

Minimum exclusion zone

X

XX

XX

DSM motif DSM word mark

DSM brand promise

Together, they form the DSM logo 1

2 3

4

DSM logo lockup device

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM_LogoMASTER.zip
• DSM_LogoSIMPLIFIED.zip

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logomaster.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logosimplified.zip
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More versions  
of our logo
Our world is a colorful place. So always try  and apply the 
DSM logo in full color.
But if you can’t, here are some alternatives.

The logo should be either printed in full 
color or in Pantone® (PMS) colors. Please 
don’t combine a full-color motif with a 
word mark printed in Pantone® colors. For 
printing in Pantone® colors we use the 
following options:

 PMS 1235  PMS 7489  PMS 211 
 PMS 297  PMS 356  PMS 2603 
 PMS 5135  PMS 3258  PMS 2593 
 PMS 285  PMS 2405  PMS 280

We use the same version for embroidery on 
textiles and defined the Madeira colors for 
colored threads.

 1624  1848  1990 
 1872  1988  1633 
 1941  1645  1631 
 1733  1787  1843

On the right side you’ll see some examples...

We created a greyscale version for use 
where full-color printing isn’t possible; just 
ensure you use the correct master artwork 
– and don’t convert the logo.

We also created a solid black version of our 
logo for scenarios where our brand identity 
is produced using limited printing and 
reproduction processes.

We also use a special version of the logo for 
techniques like embossing and engraving.

If you need to apply the logo onto a dark 
background, make sure the DSM word mark 
is always white.

The DSM logo in solid Pantone colors (also for color applications in embroidery)

The DSM logo in grey tones

The DSM logo in single color

The DSM logo in black for embossing

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM_LogoLockup.zip
• DSM_LogoMASTER.zip
• DSM_LogoSIMPLIFIED.zip

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logolockup.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logomaster.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logosimplified.zip
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The DSM signature
The DSM signature comprises the DSM simplified logo or 
the DSM master logo (which incorporates the DSM brand 
promise) and  the DSM activity descriptor. The DSM activity 
descriptor summarizes what we do to: Nutrition, Health, 
Sustainable Living.
We use the DSM simplified logo rather than the DSM master logo for digital and online 
touchpoints like mobile devices and apps. It’s simple, striking and far easier to read (with 
no brand promise) – which in turn boosts our overall brand presence.

Use the DSM simplified logo for online 
applications such as websites, Powerpoint 
content slides, HTML e-mailers, online 
banners and social media memes.

Use the DSM master logo on offline 
applications like advertisments, posters, 
brochure covers, in PowerPoint title slides 
and on end frames of films and animations.

The DSM brand promise is mostly applied 
in white and placed over an image or visual 
device. The DSM brand promise can also be 
applied in 100% Cyan + 24% Magenta; or  in 
black on a white backdrop.

When writing prose, make sure you follow 
the conventions of full stops with the 

trademark symbol. For example;  
Bright Science. Brighter Living.™

We’ve kept the size and position of the  
DSM brand promise open. Of course it 
should be prominent, preferably working 
with the heading. You’ll see that our 
preferred sizes and positions are locked 
into the various templates.

A few final golden rules: Don’t use other 
colors or change elements. Never italicize or 
stretch the DSM brand promise in any way; 
and never remove the Trademark™ symbol.

See page 24 for information on the DSM 
activity descriptor in combination with the 
DSM master logo. And remember you 
should only apply the DSM motif in 
isolation for the browser favicon, as well as 
iOS / android icons and on social media.

The DSM activity descriptor 

The DSM activity descriptor in Chinese

The DSM brand promise 

The DSM brand promise in Chinese 

Offline applications

Online applications

Advertisement
with headline
and text block
This is an example of body text shown at a 
particular point size and weight to give the 
impression of what the actual text would look 
like. It is set in Fira Sans regular. This is an 
example of body text shown at a particular point 
size and weight to give the impression of what the 
actual text would look like.

Advertisement
with headline
and text block
This is an example of body text shown at a 
particular point size and weight to give the 
impression of what the actual text would look 
like. It is set in Fira Sans regular. 

Online banner
headline here
This is additional 
text in the lower 
part of the banner

2

2

2

4

4

4

1

1

Read more >

4

3

1

5

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM_ActivityDescriptor.zip
• DSM_BrandPromise.zip

1  DSM  simplified logo

2  DSM master logo

3  DSM brand promise

4  DSM activity descriptor

5  DSM motif

3

3

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_activitydescriptor.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_brandpromise.zip
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The DSM logo lockup
We use the logo lockup for most brand touchpoints and 
applications – from advertising and brochures to web 
banners and PowerPoint presentations.
Its job is to connect the DSM logo with the message and image (or visual device).

The DSM logo lockup is available using both 
the DSM master logo (with the DSM brand 
promise) and the DSM simplified logo 
(without the DSM brand promise). On both, 
the logo is fixed within a white arch.

For offline applications (brochures, 
advertisements, posters etc.) there are two 
default lockups for use across the bottom 
of an application and one version for use 
across the top of an application.

The standard option should be used when 
the entire background is filled with an 
image or wave device.

The extended DSM master logo lockup 
should be used to divide the page vertically 
in two (image/visual device above with 
white space below).

The DSM master logo lockup can be used 
at the top of an application if better suited 
than either of the other two options.

For online applications (websites and html 
e-mailers) the DSM simplified logo is shown 
in isolation (not with the lockup device). 
However, for Powerpoint content slides and 
online banners, the DSM logo lockup is used.

You can crop all the DSM logo lockups in 
various ways and the size might need to be 
adjusted sometimes.

The size and position of the DSM logo 
lockup is open. However, acceptable 
size options are supplied in the various 
templates (see page 20).

Ensure the infringement zone around the 
DSM logo is respected on all applications.

DSM Activity descriptor

The DSM activity descriptor is set – in white 
– to the same height as the DSM brand 
promise and is positioned on the lower left 
part of the application. If used on white 
background, it should be applied in 100% 
Cyan + 24% Magenta; or  in black.

The standard DSM master logo 
lockup (bottom position)

The standard simplified DSM 
logo lockup (bottom position)

Offline Offline Online

The standard DSM master logo 
lockup (top position)

The standard simplified DSM logo 
lockup (top position)

The extended DSM master logo 
lockup (bottom position)

The extended simplified DSM logo 
lockup (bottom position)

DSM logo lockup for offline applications

DSM logo lockup for online applications

Examples of alternative crops

Available on the DSM brand center:
DSM_LogoLockup.zip

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logolockup.zip
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Available on the DSM brand center:
DSM_VisualDevice.zip

Green
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The DSM 
visual device
With its swish of multi-layered color this one is a key 
element of our brand identity, representing the 
courageous and creative spirit that runs through the 
heart of DSM.
We use this visual device whenever images are unsuitable.

There are six different colored visual 
devices for you to choose from and one 
multi-colored one.

Ideally, you should use as much of the 
device as you can but if you’re restricted for 
space we realize that you’ll need to be 
flexible in deciding what works best.

The angle, direction and proportions 
cannot be changed.

When dropping text onto the visual device 
always ensure it’s in white (reversed).

Finally, always use the DSM logo lockup 
wherever the DSM logo is used.

Landscape crop examplesPortrait crop examples

Colored visual device used in PowerPoint

Multicolor (continued to be used)

Red

Blue / Aqua

Orange

Blue / green

Purple

GreenBlue

Orange Pink

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logolockup.zip
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The DSM 
typeface
Our typography brings our brand voice to life and lends 
real authority and authenticity to our fact-based 
storytelling approach. It makes headlines and advertising 
copy instantly recognizable, but it also makes all our 
brand applications easy to read.
For all applications (online and offline) we use the Fira Sans font, closely related to the 
Meta Pro font we previously used.

For DSM we’ve selected the following fonts:

• Fira Sans light
• Fira Sans Book
• Fira Sans Regular
• Fira Sans Medium
• Fira Sans Semi-bold
• Fira Sans Bold

Our headlines set the tone for our
stories. We always use Fira Sans Medium. 
Headings are always set in white (reversed) 
when positioned on top of images or the 
DSM visual device. Adding a color gradient 
to images (see DSM colors section) helps 
the headings stand out.

Other weights can be used for sub headings 
or for headlines if the design warrants this 
(eg, if a headline is very long and the font 
has to be relatively small, a bolder weight 
can be used).

You can download Fira Sans from:
• www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/fira-sans
• www.wfonts.com/font/fira-sans

Fira Sans is also available on Adobe Typekit:
• https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/fira-sans

For all Chinese applications (online and 
offline) we use Source Han Sans only. This 
font is also available on Adobe Typekit:
• https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/source-

han-sans-simplified-chinese

Chapter 3 | Our brand identity

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 01234567890

Fira Sans Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ abcdefg

这是推荐字体的一个扩展

这是推荐字体的一个扩展

Source Han Sans Medium

Fira Sans Medium

Source Han Sans Regular

Fira Sans Bold

Source Han Sans Light

Fira Sans Bold Italic

Source Han Sans Light

Source Han Sans Extra light

Powerpoint title slide

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 01234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ abcdefg

这是推荐字体的一个扩展

Fira Sans Book Fira Sans Book Italic

Source Han Sans Normal

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 01234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ abcdefg

这是推荐字体的一个扩展

Fira Sans Regular Fira Sans Regular Italic

Source Han Sans Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 01234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ abcdefg

这是推荐字体的一个扩展

Fira Sans Medium Fira Sans Medium Italic

Source Han Sans Medium

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 01234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ abcdefg

这是推荐字体的一个扩展

Fira Sans Semi-Bold Fira Sans Semi-Bold Italic

Source Han Sans Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 01234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ abcdefg

Fira Sans Bold Fira Sans Bold Italic

Headline in
Fira Sans Medium 
Subheading in Fira Sans Bold

主要标题部分
次要标题部分

注释文字部分

http://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/fira-sans
http://www.wfonts.com/font/fira-sans
https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/fira-sans
https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/source-han-sans-simplified-chinese
https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/source-han-sans-simplified-chinese
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The DSM 
color palette

The DSM color palette

The DSM support colors

Additional Bright Colors

DSM Dark Grey

DSM Yellow

RGB: R255 G205 B0
CMYK: C0 M14 Y100 K0 
HEX: #ffcd00
Pantone®: 116 
RAL: N/A

RGB: R0 G126 B75
CMYK: C98 M10 Y84 K18 
HEX: #007e4b
Pantone®: 3415
RAL: 6026

RGB: R0 G52 B120
CMYK: C100 M72 Y0 K18 
HEX: #003478
Pantone®: 280
RAL: 5002

RGB: R151 G13 B52
CMYK: C10 M100 Y55 K39 
HEX: #970d34
Pantone®: 194
RAL: 4002

RGB: R82 G27 B101
CMYK: C75 M100 Y5 K28 
HEX: #521b65
Pantone®: 2623
RAL: 4007

RGB: R128 G128 B128
CMYK: C49 M38 Y38 K20 
HEX: #808080
Pantone®: Cool Grey 9
RAL: N/A

RGB: R208 G223 B0
CMYK: C21 M0 Y85 K0 
HEX: #d0df00
Pantone®: 389 
RAL: N/A

RGB: R69 G172 B52
CMYK: C73 M0 Y100 K0 
HEX: #45ac34
Pantone®: 362
RAL: 6018

RGB: R0 G112 B186
CMYK: C100 M44 Y0 K0 
HEX: #0070ba
Pantone®: 300
RAL: 5005

RGB: R229 G31 B34
CMYK: C0 M96 Y90 K0 
HEX: #e51f22
Pantone®: Red 032
RAL: 3020

RGB: R123 G31 B98
CMYK: C44 M95 Y7 K32 
HEX: #7b1f62
Pantone®: 249
RAL: 4006

RGB: R224 G224 B224
CMYK: C15 M10 Y12 K0 
HEX: #e0e0e0
Pantone®: Cool Grey 1
RAL: N/A

RGB: R168 G173 B0
CMYK: C29 M1 Y100 K18 
HEX: #a8ad00
Pantone®: 383 
RAL: N/A

RGB: R0 G155 B151
CMYK: C99 M0 Y48 K0 
HEX: #009b97
Pantone®: 3272
RAL: 5021

RGB: R0 G159 B227
CMYK: C100 M0 Y0 K0 
HEX: #009fe3
Pantone®: Process Cyan
RAL: 5015

RGB: R238 G114 B3
CMYK: C0 M65 Y100 K0 
HEX: #ee7203
Pantone®: Orange 021
RAL: 2004

RGB: R189 G10 B121
CMYK: C19 M99 Y0 K8 
HEX: #bd0a79
Pantone®: 223
RAL: 4010

RGB: R240 G240 B240
CMYK: C7 M5 Y6 K0 
HEX: #f0f0f0
Pantone®: N/A
RAL: N/A

DSM Grey

DSM Bright Green

DSM Light Grey

DSM Apple Green

DSM Blue DSM Mid Blue DSM Cyan

DSM Burgundy DSM Red DSM Orange

DSM Purple DSM Plum DSM Cerise

DSM Dark Green DSM Lime Green DSM Ocean Green

Available on the DSM brand center:
DSM_ColorPallet.zip

At DSM we’re all about brighter living...  
so let’s make our color palette as bright as possible.
That includes using tints of our colors in pie charts, diagrams and graphs.

Ideally we should print in four-color 
process (CMYK). Full-color printed material 
is based on the four inks most commonly 
used in printing: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and 
Black (Key).

We also provide RGB (Red, Green, Blue) 
breakdowns and Hex (websafe) for online/
on-screen usage.

Occasionally you might need to print in 
special colors (PANTONE®). This is usually 
when one or two specific colors are needed; 
or for more complex printing jobs like gifts 
and premiums.

For block colors (used in layouts, diagrams 
or charts) we can use alternatives to our 
main colors: the DSM support colors. 

Body copy (text) is usually set in black.

In addition to the existing 12 DSM colors, 
we have introduced an additional three 
colors which are brighter and provide an 
additional range to reflect ‘sustainability’. 
These should only be used for (info)
graphics and charts etc.

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_colorpallet.zip
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Applying the 
DSM colors
To make sure you pass with flying colors and avoid 
unsightly clashes, always select from the color palette per 
application, slide, or (web) page.
Use a maximum of three tints from each color 
range, taken from the DSM color palette. For 
example, DSM Dark Green, DSM Lime Green 
and DSM Ocean Green from the green color 
range. We use these colors for headings 
and subheadings, diagrams, illustrations 
and graphic elements like buttons.

For dsm.com we use one color range for 
every main section:

  ABOUT

  SOLUTIONS

  SCIENCE & INNOVATION

  SUSTAINABILITY

  NEWS

  INVESTORS 
  CAREERS

1  Two tints is often enough to create a 
colorful layout.

2  The colors can always be combined with 
the support colors or with our default 
colors: DSM Cyan and DSM Mid Blue.

3  Blocks and backdrops are always set in 
the DSM support colors. We don’t use 
colored frames and dropshadows.

4  For color gradients (used on images with 
text) you can use any color combination.

1

2

3

4

Colors applied on PowerPoint slides

Colors applied on website
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Color 
gradients

The DSM color gradients

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Creating
brighter lives
for all

Available on the DSM brand center:
DSM_Gradients.zip

The DSM color gradients give our images an extra color 
boost, making them easier to identify.
The color gradients can bring real harmony or energy to your layout, depending on the 
image you choose; for example they’re a perfect base  for headings set in white (reversed).

We use the color gradients as much as 
possible – on websites, in advertising, on 
posters, and on front covers or key images 
in brochures.

The color gradients are based on the DSM 
color palette, with the exception of the DSM 
support colors.

Although the angle and transparency settings 
are set, you can adjust them depending on 
the colors and contrast of the image.

A final couple of simple reminders:

• We always apply the color gradient to 
images with text, which means... 

• On images without text we don’t apply 
the color gradient.

ATTENTION: If you use images, footage, 
music or any other copyrighted material, 
always ensure they are rights-free. If not, 
you need to get usage approval and make 
payment in advance if necessary.

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_gradients.zip
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Photography  
that pops
Our DSM brand personality can be summarized in three 
words: caring, courageous and collaborative. So when it 
comes to photography, make sure you use these three 
characteristics to guide your creative approach and 
visualize your storytelling.
We want to tell captivating, powerful stories with our images – whether static or animated 
– and we want this imagery to be consistent across all our markets and businesses 
because, of course, we are: One DSM... 

Our photographic imagery should be courageous, caring and collaborative. 
Why? Because it’s the best way of visualizing our DSM brand promise.

At DSM we’re inspired by the world around 
us, so try and choose equally dynamic 
imagery to surprise and inspire our users.

We can portray ‘bright’ in an image through 
color or light. Our images are vibrant, full of 
color and contrast. We don’t use desaturated 
colors or black & white photography.

Don’t use futuristic, unrealistic settings. 
Instead let’s show our innovations in 
imaginative and realistic settings.

Try and capture people (and animals) in 
natural situations with a candid and authentic 
feel, perhaps in a spontaneous moment.

ATTENTION: When sourcing photography, 
always ensure the images are rights-free. If 
not, you need to get usage approval and 
make payment in advance if necessary.

Creating brighter 
lives for all

The global 
science-based company

Purpose-Led, 
Performance-Driven

Project 
CleanCow™

30

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM_ImageLibrary Overview
• DSM_ImageLibrary (670mb)

Before downloading the large DSM ImageLibrary, have a 
glimpse of the images available by downloading the DSM 
ImageLibrary Overview PDF.

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_imagelibrary_overview.pdf
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_images.zip
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Applying photography to key company themes

On page 8 we showed a few examples of how photography can be used to 
express who we are (our brand personality). Equally importantly, our 
photography also needs to integrate what we do – on a practical level.

We’ve therefore put together this mini-gallery of images taken from our 
company website that are available and copyright-free. 

As you can see, all these images are bright, colorful – and interactive (either 
with people or animals). They provide a very specific mood and feeling for 
the user based on an optimistic, positive and dynamic outlook. 

However, we’ve also grouped these images into key company themes that 
demonstrate everything from our broad purpose and brand promise of 
creating brighter lives for all; to specific markets, core values – and even the 
scientists behind our innovations. 

Please take a good look at these images - and even if you don’t use them, at 
least use them as guidance for your future image selection. 

In other words… remember to stay focused on the big picture.

ATTENTION: When sourcing photography, always ensure the images are 
rights-free. If not, you need to get usage approval and make payment in 
advance if necessary.

End markets & products

Domains & activities
Nutrition & Health

Nutrition

Climate & Energy

Health

Resources & Circularity

Sustainable Living

The scientists 
behind it all

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM_ImageLibrary Overview
• DSM_ImageLibrary (670mb)

Before downloading the large DSM ImageLibrary, 
have a glimpse of the images available by 
downloading the DSM ImageLibrary Overview PDF.

UPDATED

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_imagelibrary_overview.pdf
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_images.zip
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Video: make it bright
The feel of every DSM video should be in line with the DSM 
Brand Promise. All footage should preferably be colorful, 
bright, vibrant, dynamic and optimistic – because ‘brightness’ 
forms the heart of our brand promise. And remember: all 
videos should end with the DSM animated logo.

Transparent background version

Finally, you can use our previous animated logo for specific applications like VR movies  
– where there is no corner to embed the logo lockup.

White background version

DSM animated logos

The standard animated logo features the 
DSM Brand Promise animating in (either on 
a transparent or white background) followed 
by the DSM logo lock-up animating in.

Click here to view an example of the 
standard “BRIGHT SCIENCE. BRIGHTER 
LIVING.” DSM animated logo

The animated logos are available in English 
and Chinese versions and in 16:9 (standard) 
and square versions (for social media).

The standard animated logo features the 
DSM Brand Promise animating in (either on 
a 1  transparent or 2  white background) 
followed by the DSM logo lock-up animating in. 

For videos related to sustainable solutions, 
you can use a version of the animated logo 
which includes our purpose title, CREATING 
BRIGHTER LIVES FOR ALL (CBLFA) on a 
transparent or white background.

Click here to view an example of the “CREATING 
BRIGHTER LIVES FOR ALL” DSM animated logo

In very exceptional cases, the CBLFA can be 
replaced with a campaign title before the 
animated logo. This right is exclusive for 
campaigns with significant revenue 
opportunity either now or in future, with an 
annual brand spend of at least €300k to 
€500k per year/market segment and must 
be formally approved by GC&B. Once 
approved, we will then create and provide 
the campaign animated logo for your use.

Click here to view an example of a 
“CAMPAIGN” DSM animated logo

The source files can be downloaded from the 
Brand Center and used for this purpose.

For more information and/or a request for 
applying a campaign title, please contact 
branding.support@dsm.com

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM animated logos English 16-9
• DSM animated logos English Square
• DSM animated logos Chinese 16-9
• DSM animated logos Chinese Square

Chinese versions of the animated logo are also available and supplied in the animated logo zip file.

1 2

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_cblfa_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_cblfa_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_campaign_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-tag_campaign_bsbl_transparent_preview.mp4
mailto:branding.support@dsm.com
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logoanimated_english-16-9.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logoanimated_english-square.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logoanimated_chinese-16-9.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_logoanimated_chinese-square.zip
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Video: hints & tips
We all love a good movie. 
In the digital age, video has the power to get your message (and our brand) across in the 
most immediate and engaging way – if you get it right. So here are some tips on how to 
get maximum value from your video:

When filming interviews or including quotes:

Make sure film footage looks fresh and bright.

DSM’s corporate language is US English.

The tone of voice should be positive and 
dynamic when talking about Bright Science, 
Brighter Living.™

Music should be bright and optimistic and  
reflect the subject matter.

Only use visuals and other special effects 
when necessary or functional.

When sourcing photography, film footage, music 
or any other materials, always ensure they are 
rights-free. If not, you need to get usage approval 
and make payment in advance if necessary.

Ensure the person speaking is looking at the camera if they are directly addressing  
an audience.

Ensure interviewees are filmed ‘off shoulder’ (i.e. they are looking at the ‘off-camera’ 
interviewer to the left or right of the camera - and not looking directly at the camera).

Keep the quotes as short and to the point as possible.

Switch between medium (head to waist) and close-up (head to shoulder) shots to 
create dynamic footage.

Avoid dark environments.

Avoid pale and unattractive 
backgrounds like office or 
hallway walls.

Avoid clichés and over-staged 
situations.

Don’t overdo it with ‘bright’ 
metaphors. Stay down to earth.

Don’t use over-styled models. 
Stay authentic.

33
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B-roll 
footage
It’s always handy to have good 
B-roll footage up your sleeve 
– because you never know when 
you might need it. 
Our high-definition B-roll film footage is ideal for 
use in both external and internal broadcasts.

Use it to introduce a segment; or as a cutaway 
between live or taped segments. It doesn’t include 
sound, thus enabling editors and producers to 
add their own voiceover or music.

Click on any image to see our B-roll in action. 

Brasil China Netherlands Switzerland

USA

DSM employee on site DSM employees on location DSM office, Delft

DSM employee in Lab

DSM employee in Lab

DSM location DSM employee on site DSM employee in Lab, Delft

DSM Office, Parsippany

DSM employee in Lab

DSM employee in lab DSM employee in Lab

DSM employee on site DSM employee on site DSM employee in Lab, Delft

DSM lab

DSM office, Kaiseraugst

Drone shots

DSM plant, China

DSM plant, China

DSM Campus, Shanghai, China

DSM employee on site DSM employee in Lab

DSM employee in lab DSM Campus, Shanghai

NEW

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Brasil_1.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_China_1.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Netherlands_1.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Swiss_1.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_USA_1.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Brasil_2.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_China_2.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Netherlands_2.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Swiss_2.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_USA_2.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Brasil_3.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_China_3.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Netherlands_3.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Swiss_3.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_USA_3.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Brasil_5.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_China_5.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Brasil_4.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_China_4.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_Brasil_6.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_General_China_6.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_Drone_shot_1.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_Drone_shot_2.zip
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/main/B-Roll/DSM_Drone_shot_3.zip
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Icons and
illustrations
Icons are hot right now.  
When done well, they’re self-explanatory and clear. 

But don’t feel obliged to use them unless they improve 
visual interest, grab the attention or support navigation (too 
many icons have been known to induce headaches in users)!
With the SDGs now so central to our 
narrative we need to be careful how we use 
the icons – for example, not in combination 
with other icons.

Always use the DSM colors or the support 
colors for icons (never black)!

1  You can show the SDG icons in two 
ways: white on a colored square, or 
colored on a white backdrop. Each icon 
has a specific color so make sure you 
stick to it.

2  Remember: icons should speak for 
themselves, and always be in DSM colors.

ATTENTION: When sourcing icons, please 
ensure the icons are rights-free. If not, 
you need to get usage approval and make 
payment in advance if necessary.

 Applying the SDG icons1

2

Why? Solutions for a better world

Transforming 
and performing

Solar energy 
just got 
brighter

This is an example of body text shown at a particular point size and weight to give the 
impression of what the actual text would look like. It is set in Fira Sans regular. This is an 
example of body text shown at a particular point size and weight to give the impression 
of what the text would look like.

It is set in Fira Sans regular. This is an example of body text shown at a particular point 
size and weight to give the impression of what the actual text would look like. It is set in 
Fira Sans regular. This is an example of body text shown at a particular point size and 
weight to give the impression of what the actual text would look like.

Available on the DSM brand center:
UN guidelines for the use of SDG icons

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/un-guidelines-for-sdg-logo.pdf
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Putting the power 
into Powerpoint
When it comes to powerpoint, we’ve applied the same 
modular, ‘ready-to-go’ concept as used for our other 
digital communications (like web pages). The goal: to make 
this process as fast and simple for you as possible.

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Instructions and explanation slides

Title slide (preferred photographic option) Title slide (non-photographic option)

End slide

Content slides

Divider slide (preferred photographic option) Divider slide (non-photographic option)

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM template system
• SharePoint Microsoft Office Template page 

(only accessible for DSM employees)

Our template building blocks

Why use a visual device for your 
powerpoint design when you can use a 
powerful image? To help you make fast, 
smart image choices we’ve provided a 
selection of ‘quick start’ images that are 
approved and ready-to-use. Naturally, you 
can add your own images based on the 
criteria we’ve provided in these guidelines 
(see page 30). You can find different layouts 
for your content in the Slide Master. Also, 
remember to use divider slides to break up 
your chapters (another great opportunity to 
use images); and your presentation should 
always include the end slide, featuring the 
DSM visual device and brand promise.

Formatting your images

Adding, removing, cropping and placing 
your images doesn’t have to be difficult. 
Just follow the simple instructions shown at 
the start of the template. As you can see, an 
image can be displayed at 1/3, 1/2 or full 
width of the slide – and remember that if 
you decide to replace an approved image 
with one of your own, always be sure to 
delete the existing image (never use 
‘replace image’) and be sure that the 
copyrights are not infringed!

Microsoft PowerPoint templates

  The Microsoft PowerPoint templates are 
available in English (Fira Sans) and Chinese 
(Source Han Sans) in multicolor and single 
color. Next the general PowerPoint 
presentations there are also poster and 
flyer templates available in different 
layouts and sizes.

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_templates.zip
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/teams/dsm-office-templates/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?viewid=4c04e59c%2D04b0%2D4626%2Da84e%2D0e8dc30dd1ce
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Approved templates make everyone’s lives easier. After 
all, why reinvent the wheel (and risk getting our brand 
execution wrong)?
Well, if you use these approved DSM templates, you don’t have to worry about getting the 
brand right – because it’s all done for you.

You’ll find DSM Office Templates via the DSM Office Templates environment – or just by 
starting up your PowerPoint or Word application.

The Microsoft Word templates are available in A4 and US Letter – plus six further formats 
(eg press release). The PowerPoint poster and flyer templates are also available in 
different layouts and sizes. All templates use the Fira Sans typeface. 

And if you’re looking to customize a template (or perhaps update Microsoft Outlook to the 
latest DSM Outlook theme) manuals are available to help you. 

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY For Internal Use Only

LLoorreemm  iippssuumm  ddoolloorr ssiitt  aammeett,,  pprroobbaattuuss iinntteerreesssseett iinntteerrpprreettaarriiss nnaamm eeii,,  
eesssseenntt aaccccoommmmooddaarree nneecc eeuu,,  vviiddeerreerr aalliiqquuiidd sseeaa  aann..  

Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos
reformidans definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem
tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum
vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua erroribus
quo ut.

Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, eu
cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet explicari his an, cu ius latine
voluptatibus. Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie
delectus suavitate ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti bonorum
cu.

Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos
reformidans definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem
tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum
vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua erroribus
quo ut.

Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, eu
cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet explicari his an, cu ius latine
voluptatibus. Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie
delectus suavitate ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti bonorum
cu.

Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos
reformidans definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem
tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum
vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua erroribus
quo ut.

Example poster
Full device

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY For Internal Use Only

LLoorreemm  iippssuumm  ddoolloorr ssiitt  aammeett,,  pprroobbaattuuss iinntteerreesssseett iinntteerrpprreettaarriiss nnaamm
eeii,,  eesssseenntt aaccccoommmmooddaarree nneecc eeuu,,  vviiddeerreerr aalliiqquuiidd sseeaa  aann..  

Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos
reformidans definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem
tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum
vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua
erroribus quo ut.

Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, 
eu cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet explicari his an, cu ius latine
voluptatibus. Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie
delectus suavitate ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti
bonorum cu.

Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos
reformidans definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem
tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum
vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua
erroribus quo ut.

Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, 
eu cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet explicari his an, cu ius latine
voluptatibus. Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie
delectus suavitate ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti
bonorum cu.

Example poster
Small visual device

Chapter 3 | Our brand identity

DSM Office Templates
Word – Letter Word – Memo Word – Announcment

Word – Press release

PPT poster – image

Word – Article (1 column)

PPT poster – Full device

Word – Article (2 columns)

PPT poster – Small device 

Available on the DSM brand center:
• DSM template system
• SharePoint MS Office Template page 

(only accessible for DSM employees)
• Manual how to use and customize DSM 

Word Templates
• Manual how to update your Outlook to DSM 

Outlook Theme and correct DSM email signature

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY For Internal Use Only

LLoorreemm  iippssuumm  ddoolloorr ssiitt  aammeett,,  pprroobbaattuuss iinntteerreesssseett iinntteerrpprreettaarriiss nnaamm eeii,,  
eesssseenntt aaccccoommmmooddaarree nneecc eeuu,,  vviiddeerreerr aalliiqquuiidd sseeaa  aann..  

Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos reformidans
definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem tamquam perfecto at 
eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit 
harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua erroribus quo ut.
Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, eu
cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet explicari his an, cu ius latine voluptatibus. 
Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie delectus suavitate
ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti bonorum cu.

Example poster
Extra large image

NEW

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_templates.zip
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-ccd/English/branding/Pages/dsm-office-templates.aspx
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/using-and-customizing-manual.pdf
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/using-and-customizing-manual.pdf
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/outlook-manual.pdf
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/outlook-manual.pdf
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Stationery 
templates
To make life easier for you we’ve also 
created a set of branded stationery 
templates – including business cards 
(in European and American sizes). 
Business cards can be printed on two types of paper:  
250 g/m2 (standard) or 300 g/m2 for higher quality  
– with all contact information on the front (unless the 
business card is bilingual).

Please remember:

• All numbers should be lining figures  
(ie the height of capital letters).

• Never add additional design elements  
(product or FSC logos or quality seals).

Please order your business cards through the  
following preferred suppliers:

ARSprintmedia  
Burger Druck GmbH 

Business card 

Royal DSM
Het Overloon 1, Heerlen
P. O. Box 6500, 6401 JH Heerlen, The Netherlands
M +31(0)00 000 00 00 
name.surname@dsm.com

www.dsm.com

Name Surname
Job title

Multi-language business card

Royal DSM
Het Overloon 1, Heerlen
P. O. Box 6500, 6401 JH Heerlen, The Netherlands
M +31(0)00 000 00 00 
name.surname@dsm.com

www.dsm.com

Name Surname
Job title

姓名
职位
帝斯曼营养产品部
中国上海市浦东新区张江高科技园区
李冰路476号, 邮编: 201203
手机 +41(0)00 000 00 00 
姓名.姓名@dsm.com
www.dsm.com/animal-nutrition-health

With compliments

Department/Business Group  
P.O. Box 0000  
0000 ZIP City  
Country

Department/Business Group  P.O. Box 0000  0000 ZIP City  Country

Envelopes

Size: C5

Size: DL Size: C4

Department/Business Group  P.O. Box 0000  0000 ZIP City  Country

Department/Business Group  P.O. Box 0000  0000 ZIP City  Country

Label

 

 

 

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

[Street address] [Number]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box number], [ZIP Code] [City]  
[Country]  

[Salutation] [Name]  
[Company name]  
[Address]  
P.O. Box [P.O. Box code]  
[Zip code], [City]  
[Country]  

Comp slip

Conference badge

Name Surname

Name Surname

Name Surname

Name Surname

Name Surname

Name Surname

Name Surname

Name Surname

Company Name

Company Name

Company Name

Company Name

Company Name

Company Name

Company Name

Company Name

Available on the DSM brand center:
Stationary templates folder

NEW

https://dsm.arsprintmedia.nl/
https://burger-printshop.com
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_templates.zip
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A professional email signature that reflects a consistent 
and uniform company brand is key for helping us create 
the right impression.
Basic contact information

We recommend that you include in your signature, as a minimum, the contact information 
shown here  1 .

Basic contact information plus social media icons

Adding any further symbols, icons or logos to the email signature is limited to social 
media icons only (Twitter, Linkedin, YouTube, and Facebook as shown in example 2 ).

In case you need any help

To update your Outlook application and your email signature to the DSM Theme you can 
consult the Manual how to update your Outlook to DSM which helps you step by step in 
getting all settings right.

More information on templates in general can be found on SharePoint (for internal users 
only) DSM office templates.

Chapter 3 | Our brand identity

DSM Email Signature
Basic contact information

Basic contact information plus social media icons

NEW

2

1

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/outlook-manual.pdf
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-ccd/English/branding/Pages/dsm-office-templates.aspx
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Company 
badge
When you think about it, company 
badges are one of the most 
commonly used branding elements 
we have – after all, we all wear them. 
And it’s therefore important that we 
get them right.
Company badges should always follow our visual identity, 
and come in five types:

•  DSM employee badge.

•  Temporary badge for DSM employee.

•  DSM contractor badge. 

•  Temporary badge for DSM contractor. 

•  DSM visitor badge. 

Each badge type is available as a JPEG file that you can 
download from the DSM Brand Center.

Please use the Trebuchet MS regular and bold (this is a 
regular MS Windows font). Please note: for logistical and 
costs reasons this is one of the very few examples where 
we use a different font from our usual Fira Sans.

For everything you need you can download the zip file. 
Meanwhile, to give you an idea, here is the design spec for 
the various company badges.

To be used by all DSM employees with a DSM employment contract.

Employee badge

For contractor employees who, for work reasons, need to have access to 
a DSM site/office on a more or less permanent basis.

Contractor badge

To be used by visitors; valid for one day.

Visitor badge Back of all badges

Valid for one day, to be used by employees who have left their DSM 
Employee Badge at home or whose badge is not working because of 
technical/ICT failures.

Temporary employee badge

Valid for one day, to be used by contractors who need to have access to a 
DSM site/office on a temporary basis, or contractors who have left their 
DSM contractor badge at home or whose DSM contractor badge is not 
working because of technical/ICT failures.

Temporary contractor badge

NEW

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm_company-badge.zip
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Award title here 2021

Dinner Cheque

Name of Signatory Position and other credentials 00th Month 2021

Chapter 3 | Our brand identity

Awards
We run various awards at DSM, 
recognizing excellence in everything 
from science, to sales and marketing 
– both inside our company and out.
For all awards with a company-wide profile (and beyond) 
it’s essential that we apply the correct DSM visual identity 
and here’s a taste of how…

Award  
title here
2021

Finalists The Netherlands
Name Surname
Title of University
Prof. A. B. Surname and Prof. C. D Lastname

Name Surname
Another University Title here.
Prof. A. B. Surname and Prof. C. D Lastname

Name Surname
Title of University
Prof. A. B. Surname and Prof. C. D Lastname

DSM Innovation Center 
CTO Office

Het Overloon 1, Heerlen 
P.O. Box 6500, 6401 JH Heerlen 
The Netherlands

www.dsm.com

Date 
Month 00, 2021

Subject  
Award name here 2021

Mr J. Johnson 
The Company 
P.O. Box 1234, 5678 AB Maastricht 
The Netherlands

Award name here 2021

Dear Sir, 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, probatus interesset interpretaris nam ei, essent accommodare nec eu, viderer 
aliquid sea an. Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro an vivendum honestatis, tractatos reformidans definitiones 
cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo 
solum vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum molestiae pertinacia, perpetua erroribus quo ut.

Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, eu cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet 
explicari his an, cu ius latine voluptatibus. Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie 
delectus suavitate ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti bonorum cu. Vel probatus assentior ne. Pro 
an vivendum honestatis, tractatos reformidans definitiones cum cu, ex eos elit mazim doming. Laudem 
tamquam perfecto at eos, ius ex malis aperiam adversarium. Duo solum vituperatoribus eu. Eu sit harum 
molestiae pertinacia, perpetua erroribus quo ut.

Ad mea elit novum accusamus, nonumes consulatu consetetur vim ne, eu cum veritus gloriatur. Purto movet 
explicari his an, cu ius latine voluptatibus. Ea vel habeo ceteros, his tota zril appellantur ut. Molestie 
delectus suavitate ea cum, at usu tollit vocibus, duo facer everti bonorum cu.

Kind regards,

Name Surname

Award title here 2021

Dinner Cheque

Name of Signatory Position and other credentials 00th Month 2021

Awards letter example Awards poster example

Award title here 2021

First Prize: €10,000

Name of Signatory Position and other credentials 00th Month 2021

Award title here 2021

First Prize: €10,000

Name of Signatory Position and other credentials 00th Month 2021

Awards cheque example –  
full (primary use) and single color 

Awards diner cheque example –  
full (primary use) and single color 

This is to certify that:

Name Surname
Title of University

Department for Molecular Biomedical Research

Has been awarded:

First Prize in the
Award title here

2021

Name of Signatory
Position and other credentials

Presented: 00th Month 2021

Award title here 2021

WINNER
Trophy example

This is to certify that:

Name Surname
Title of University

Department for Molecular Biomedical Research

Has been awarded:

First Prize in the
Award title here

2021

Name of Signatory
Position and other credentials

Presented: 00th Month 2021

Awards certificate example – full (primary use) and single color 

NEW
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DSM clothing
DSM clothing is an everyday essential 
for many of our colleagues – 
especially those working in 
production environments.
Here are a few guidelines on branded DSM workwear  
and safety helmets. All of these logos can be found on our 
More versions of our logo page

Safety helmets

For helmets you can choose from three options – 
depending on the color of the helmet.

1  DSM Simplified – full color version.

2  DSM Simplified Logo – solid white.

3  DSM Simplified Logo – solid blue.

Workwear, polo shirts & other branded clothing

For white-colored workwear and polo shirts and other 
branded clothing, always use the DSM Simplified Full  
Color Logo.

If not possible, you can use:

1  DSM Simplified Logo – full color in embroidery.

2  DSM Simplified Logo – solid blue.

3  DSM Simplified Logo – solid white (for non-white 
colored clothing only).

1
3

2

1

1

2

2

3

3

NEW
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Signage
Signage is incredibly important – not just to our brand, but to our business.

First and foremost, it fulfils the practical function of guiding people to a DSM facility; but 
also within our facilities – to mark the main buildings and help people find their way around.

It also represents one of the biggest and boldest representations of our visual identity. 
It has the power to amplify the essence of our Bright Science. Brighter Living. brand 
promise - and provide real stopping power for the DSM brand.  

Signage takes on an entirely new meaning in the digital age by giving us the opportunity 
to literally bring our brand alive. Just look at the digital signage now often seen in big 
cities (and especially from large retailers) that display information, videos, and all other 
kinds of interactive content. 

This type of signage can boost our brand, improve internal communication, and even 
raise employee morale. It’s a big world out there and great signage can really help us 
make our mark. So, how can we make the most of this opportunity?

Our signage family: giving you what you need

Our signage is based on a single, consistent design that you can create in various sizes 
and dimensions depending on your needs. This also includes the potential to add 
illumination, depending on your location and budget.

There are two main types of signage: exterior and interior. Pretty self-explanatory, but 
for the record, exterior signage helps people to find our facilities – as well as providing 
valuable brand presence. Interior signage is more about helping people find their way 
around once inside our sites – because after all, we do have some big facilities… 

NEW
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Exterior signage

Exterior signage not only displays our brand to the world, it helps people to (literally) find us.  

Key
1  High Level Sign (HLS): the main identifier sign for our facilities – big and bold. 

2  Site marker: helps visitors find the entrance to our facility.

3  Entrance statement: tells the visitor the name of the facility they’re about to enter.

4  Company wall: a different way of signposting a particular building or facility.

5  Directional: enables visitors to find their way around the facility.

6  Parking sign: where to put the car!

7  Flags and banners: an additional identifier and nice branding tool. 

8  Wall sign: provides wayfinding for visitors – and shows the specific name of buildings.

9  Door sign: these identify specific departments and people. 

10  SHE monitor: provides important safety information.

11  Information sign: delivers specific, important details about the facility.

Here’s what these various types of signage should look like.

NEW

Exterior signage overview

2

DSM Anti Infectives

DSM Food Specialities

Research

Entrance Visitors 
text text text 
text text text

Entrance Visitors 
text text text 
text text text

3

P

6

Days
0000 without accidents 
0000 our last record

0000 without reportable LOPC 
0000 last LOPC record

10

1

1

2

5

59 10

11
6

6

4

6

9

7

3

Flag

Banners

7RESOURCES & 
CIRCULATORY 
SOLUTIONS

7 74 5
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The High Level Sign

This is our big identifier, helping people to find a DSM location – both day and night.

We always use the DSM Simplified Logo for the High Level Sign (and indeed all exterior 
signage). Depending on the size of your location – and its visibility (eg, can you see the 
facility easily from the road?), you can use illuminated signing to make the facility visible 
by night.

The HSL can be mounted either on the roof of a facility or at the highest safe point on the 
wall – but it must always follow the proportions shown here. Please remember that you’ll 
need a permit, which is covered in our six easy steps on page 47. 

For more information, download our High level sign: size, number and positioning guide.

Beyond High Level Signs

How can we further amplify the brightness of our brand through signage? How do you like 
the stopping power of this neon ‘stripe’ based on the DSM color palette? 

NEW

Option 1: Mounted on the roof

DSM in daylight DSM by night (white DSM)

Option 2: Mounted against the wall

Option 3: Above the main entrance

Icon height 
= 2,75 y

Hexagon is always bright white

DSM height 
= 1 y

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/high-level-sign.pdf
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Interior signage

The advent of digital (wall) signage – and its ability to deliver dynamic, detailed 
information - has the potential to transform the way everyone inside DSM engages with 
our brand, and each other. 

In fact, according to a study by McKinsey, the use of social technologies to improve 
internal communications could increase employee productivity by as much as 25%. 

Here at DSM we have five main types of interior signage:

1  Reception sign: which tells people… they’ve reached the reception!

2  Brand wall (traditional): a great way to communicate information more dynamically.

3  Wall-mounted poster element: for employee campaigns and information.

4  Internal wayfinding without device at the bottom: so our employees don’t get lost.

5  Door signs without device at the bottom: so our people know… what’s behind the door.

The value of interior signage

Great interior signage can: 

• Inform – by keeping everyone informed on our news and successes.

• Motivate – by recognizing individuals, departments or wider company achievements.

• Promote good health – through tips on diet, exercise and general wellbeing.

Chapter 3 | Our brand identity | Signage

NEW

Digital brand wall

1 32
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Text setting for signage: getting the words right

Whether free-standing or mounted to walls and doors, the key role of internal signage is 
to deliver clear and concise information – which means getting the language right. 

All exterior signs should be displayed in the local language (if not English); with the option of 
repeating the message in US English italics – separated by a hard return, on a separate line.

For internal signage, we always US English (with the option of adding a second language if 
English is not understood by most). 

It’s also important that you get the text right on both exterior and interior directional signage. 

This includes:

• Maximum number of lines allowed.

• Maximum character count per line (in both first and second language).

• Spacing between lines.

• Ensuring proper punctuation – ie, we should always start each line with a capital letter.

Of course, this varies between different signage types (free-standing, door, wall, etc), so 
for detailed guidance please visit the Use of language and text section in our Brand Center.

Six easy steps to creating new signage for a location

So how do you go about getting signage produced? Here are the basic steps you need to follow. 

1. Establish what you need based on your location: is the signage for an office (regional, 
local or shared) or a plant (big, medium, small)? How visible is the site from outside? 
How many employees work there, and what types of stakeholders visit? Do you need 
illuminated signage?

2. Take care managing the project: appoint a project manager and ensure that the site 
manager is included in the project. Most importantly, always use one of our trusted 
assigned suppliers. Let’s not take risks with our valuable brand. 

3. Tour your location and fully scope the types of signage you need and where it needs to 
be placed by using the Visual Pack – a template that makes the whole process as simple 
as possible. For an idea of how this is applied to a real-life location download our 
sample visual pack example.

NEW

4. Remember to pay particular attention to the legislation and permits needed for any 
High Level Signage, brand wall(s) and other signage elements outside the gate and on 
site. Make sure you document your findings and recommendations as part of the 
project scope – and remember to ensure that this is approved by the site manager. 

5. If you need to add or replace individual signs, the easiest thing is to contact our 
assigned suppliers for your region – and let them do the work for you! 

6. When installing signage there are, of course, various physical and structural requirements you 
need to consider – including electrical work. Once again, the best and simplest solution is 
to invite your local assigned suppliers to conduct a site survey and let the experts handle it. 

For full details on suppliers per region, please visit our employee-only Assigned Suppliers 
Sharepoint Portal.

Maintenance and repair

Sound preventative maintenance helps our signage last longer. In brief:

• Room, toilet and internal directional and wayfinding signs need to be cleaned every 
three years with a water-soap solution. 

• Other interior signs like poster elements and reception signs should ideally be cleaned 
every two years. 

• Exterior signage elements should be cleaned annually.

• For preventive maintenance for all other interior and exterior signs you only need focus 
on replacing the LED light bulbs every 10 years.

Correctional maintenance

If signs are damaged beyond economical repair, you can order a replacement via your 
local assigned supplier.

If your sign is repairable (for example needing replacement light bulbs, covers or large 
vinyl parts) you simply need to order spare parts and contact your local supplier to handle 
the replacement.

Signage family donwload package

You can find information about the various signage elements and technical information here.

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/signs_lettering-language.pdf
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-ccd/English/marcom/Pages/default.aspx
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/visual-pack.doc
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/visual_pack_example_memo.pdf
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-ccd/English/marcom/Pages/default.aspx
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-ccd/English/marcom/Pages/default.aspx
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/signage_assets.zip
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QR codes
At DSM we use QR (Quick Response) Codes for our poster 
and banner advertising. 
They’re easy and quick to read and they can deliver real value to users: for example, the 
QR code used on our 2019 Integrated Annual Report takes readers directly to our web site 
with minimum fuss.   

QR Codes come in many shapes and sizes and you can generate them easily online using 
websites like www.qr-code-generator.com for both Company Branded Propositions and 
DSM Product Brands. Just remember to make sure they are working properly before you 
print or publish.

As a quick reminder:

QR codes should always be a standard square shape on a white background. Use a DSM 
colour (as shown on the business card 4 ) as a primary option, if this isn’t possible just 
go with black & white. 

QR Codes can also be used on a variety of applications, such as 
banners, white papers and leaflets. See some examples below.

1

2

4

NEW

3

Bright 
Science.
Brighter 
Living

Learn more about 
our Bright Solutions at 
www.dsm.com

Sun protection products must become more 
environmentally friendly – and when original 
thinking meets established science they can.

Our virtual lab now includes eco-profiling, 
offering a smart way to choose and combine 
UV filters for optimum performance…  
helping to keep people safe in the sun and 
to protect our planet.

New features:
 Integrated into the current DSM SUNSCREEN OPTIMIZER™

 Evaluate environmental friendliness, costs and oil load 
– instantly and in real time

 Adjust sun protection products on-the-go

 Eco-rate formulations based on market and SPF benchmarking

NEW

Make your SPF products  

     f
it fo

r th
e future

 Fact-based, transparent, inclusive

Now with eco-profiling

SUNSCREEN 
OPTIMIZER™ 2.0 

www.sunscreen-optimizer.com/user/login.html

Royal DSM
Het Overloon 1, Heerlen
P. O. Box 6500, 6401 JH Heerlen, The Netherlands
M +31(0)00 000 00 00 
name.surname@dsm.com

www.dsm.com

Name Surname
Job title

姓名
职位
帝斯曼营养产品部
中国上海市浦东新区张江高科技园区
李冰路476号, 邮编: 201203
手机 +41(0)00 000 00 00 
姓名.姓名@dsm.com
www.dsm.com/animal-nutrition-health

www.qr-code-generator.com
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Brand elements for 
DSM product brands
DSM product brands are crucial proof points of what our 
company stands for. Which is why they feature all the core 
visual brand elements of our visual identity (typefaces, 
colors, photography and the visual device).
While our product brands each have their own individually crafted logo, there’s always 
room for the DSM logo and DSM brand promise – to clarify who’s communicating (and 
why). To create a distinctive look for your product brand simply choose from the color 
palette and family of visual devices (look right).

1  In PowerPoint presentations, position 
the product brand logo on the bottom 
left, always combined with the DSM logo 
lockup that appears on each slide.  The 
end-slide should always feature the DSM 
logo lockup and DSM brand promise.

2  On social media (for example, a 
carousel), the DSM logo lockup is 
always prominent on the opening and 
closing image.

3  For websites, always position the 
product brand logo in the header, with 
the DSM logo in the footer ( 5 ).

4  We always apply the DSM logo to the 
purpose content block that now 
features on our websites ( 5 ).

1

2

3 3

4 5

Artist’s impression website for Dyneema®

Powerpoint template for Decovery®

Social Media carousel for CanolaPRO™
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(Bulk) packaging 
and labels
Which branding elements can you use, and how?
Here you’ll find out how to apply the right branding assets to your product packaging. 

Compulsory branding elements

Bulk packaging or labels come in full color, unicolor or black & white. They can feature a 
DSM Product Brand logo or a DSM Company Branded Proposition (which is always 
represented with a typographic name rather than a fully designed Product Brand logo). 
This should be written in Fira Sans 1  and displayed prominently on the front of the 
package with the DSM Trademark reference 2  also included - preferably in the 
ingredients section on the back. You should also include the DSM Simplified Logo 3  at 
the bottom of the packaging on the front to avoid competing with the product branding. 
For labels, all three items should feature on the label.

Printing in unicolor or black & white?

If your packaging or labels are being printed in one solid color or in black & white you’ll 
need to use the a single color or black & white DSM simplified logo. See our more versions 
of the logo section for more information.

DSM Trademark Statement  4

As our family of B2B, IB and B2C brands continues to grow and expand it’s critical that we 
not only protect our Intellectual property, but communicate it to the marketplace. In this 
way we create value by creating a strong connection between the Product Brand and DSM 
as a company.

The DSM Trademark reference is short, simple, but essential for all product packaging – 
whether B2B, IB or B2C. It features the DSM Simplified Logo and should ideally appear in 
the ingredients section and look like the example on the right.

Please remember: It’s essential to have the correct trademark reference for all Product Brands. If in 
doubt, contact the Global Trademarks Center of DSM Intellectual Property or send them an email.

1 1

2
2

3
3

NEW

4

Front of pack Label only 
Back of pack

DSM logo letters are the same height 
as the letter height of the text ProductBrand® is a trademark of 

Use the exclusion zone to create space 
between the text and the DSM logo ProductBrand® is a trademark of 

Minimam width of the simplified DSM 
logo is 4mm

ProductBrand® is a trademark of 

4mm

ATTENTION: If you want to display our corporate brand or one of our product 
brands on a B2B or B2C customer product be aware this requires separate 
approval from the Global Trademarks Center of DSM Intellectual Property

Solarco® is a trademark of 

https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-dec/English/services/ip/gtc/Pages/default.aspx
mailto:trademarks%40dsm.com?subject=
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/org-dec/English/services/ip/gtc/Pages/default.aspx
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A few words on  
our tone of voice
The same brand personality characteristics that inform our 
visual identity (courageous, caring and collaborative) also 
drive our verbal identity.
Our verbal identity covers not just what we say (and write) as DSM, but also how we  
say it – otherwise known as our tone of voice. Our brand communications should have  
a distinctive style that sets us apart from our competitors and engages our audience.

If you’d like to know more about this we urge you to download our new (abridged)  
writing guide, where we explain the basics of good writing; 

• How to apply this to the web.

• How to integrate our brand story into your writing.

• Practical tips and examples on how to get your creative juices flowing. 

To discover more, check out The DSM Writing Guide and the 
DSM Financial Terminology Guide.

Stopping power
Words send signals, and when you choose the right words (in the right order) they 
have the power to make people stop, think – and hopefully engage. 

Here’s a brief example that shows how good writing can encapsulate the essence  
of our brand personality.

Find your role!

Even the best-laid plans will never become reality without the right people 1 . It’s 
this concept that sits at the heart of our purpose-led, performance-driven strategy – 
and it’s why our Human Resources team is a critical partner for the business at every 
level and across every discipline, worldwide 2 . 

If you’ve got what it takes to advise and inspire a great group of colleagues to 
continue developing and performing 3 , then DSM could be the place for you. 

1  Courageous (acknowledge that we are not perfect)

2  Caring (it’s all about people)

3  Collaborative (we need you! We can’t do it alone)

Looking for further guidance? We have revamped our DSM writing style guide to be 
more concise, practical and relevant (in other words, following our own rules). 
Another important reference is dsm.com, where you’ll get a good flavor of DSM’s 
tone of voice and writing style.

Finally… no matter what you write, always try and get a colleague (friend, family 
member, anyone!) to give your work a quick read; preferably a native speaker.

UPDATED

DSM 
Writing 
Guide

Hello and welcome to this latest 
version of the DSM Writing Guide. 
Our aim is to help you write 
clearly, consistently – and 
creatively – in a way that is 
relevant to your audience 
(whoever they may be).

Contents 

1. Getting the basics right 2

2. Digital writing 3

3. Bringing in the brand (consistency & creativity) 4

4. Style dos and don’ts 5

5. Further reading 5

November 2020

In the meantime, our verbal identity is:

Courageous: not being afraid to make statements that get people thinking; get our 
message across clearly and succinctly; and demonstrate our leadership (provided we can 
support them with facts and proof).

Caring: tapping into the emotional side of our brand to write in a human way (after all, people 
want to feel they are communicating with a human being, not a corporation); as well as making 
a strong connection between our business and how it benefits people and our wider world.

Collaborative: broadening our story beyond DSM to include relevant information and 
views from all kinds of stakeholders – from our customers, to NGOs. After all, we cannot 
create brighter lives for all on our own.

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-writing-guide.pdf
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-financial-termology-guide.pdf
www.DSM.com
https://brandcenter.dsm.com/content/dam/brandcenter/branding-refresh/dsm-writing-style-guide.pdf
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DSM Brand identity requirements

Chapter 4: Catching up 
on the digital age

52

Today, more than 50% of the world’s B2B sales are digital.

If you’re looking for evidence of why we need to 
continue our journey of transformation at DSM...  
this statistic says it all.

In the years ahead this number will only get higher – and 
so will the expectations of digital users. That’s why we’ll 
be building the DSM brand around our customers in the 
years ahead – on all devices and across all media.

The goal? A single, consistent (and excellent)  
experience – whenever, wherever and however  our  
users engage with us.
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Multiple channels,  
one experience
Putting the user at the center of our online experience 
gives us clear directon on how to build and structure our 
websites and other digital communications. And this 
doesn’t solely apply to design. It’s just as relevant for our 
 content and messaging.
On a practical level, ‘user first’ means our websites need to be responsive to whatever 
device the user happens to be using. That’s why we’ve built a single system and design 
that works across all devices and channels out there. 

From a design standpoint this means we need to create simple, clear components that can 
handle different kinds of content, are easy to use, and are (of course) on-brand.

From a commercial perspective, putting the user first means we’re truly focusing on their 
wants, needs and convenience, not ours. The holy grail is  a single, consistent experience 
across all channels – for all.

53
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Ready-to-go
elements
We’ve saved you the time and trouble of creating most 
digital components. Instead, they’re ‘ready-to-go’.
As you’d expect they feature our Fira Sans typeface; animations like our logo and visual 
device; hover actions; and stylings like buttons and navigational elements.

1  The elements in the header are 
standard for each website. A navigation 
panel appears automatically along 
with the optional ‘breadcrumb’ – both 
providing quick, clear navigation.

2  The key visual(s) or video works as 
an eye-catcher. The height can differ 
depending on the level of the page, but 
there is a minimum (for consistency’s 
sake). That said, if your text is too long 
for this minimum height it will simply 
auto-expand to fit. Our DSM brand 
promise always features on the key 
visual(s) or video(s) for each home 
page or landing page. Adding and 
modifying content couldn’t be easier: 
simply ‘drag-and-drop’ in the content 
management system.

3  The most important (or current) story 
goes here. You have various options  
and layouts to choose from and you 
also have the option of using various 
color gradients.

4  This component is designed to feature 
short stories around our goals and 
targets – a big part of our courageous, 
more purpose-driven approach now. 
Simply choose the most relevant, 
resonant type of content – along with 
the color variation of the visual device 
that works best. We use DSM light grey 
as a block color to create harmony and 
to separate blocks of content.

5  You have a small selection of  
buttons, icons and settings for tabs to 
choose from; while the overall design is 
ready-to-go.

6  To make life easier we’ve fixed the 
dimensions and elements in the footer 
for each website.

1

5

2

6

3

4
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Drag & drop Components overview

Chapter 4 | Catching up on the digital age

Our digital
components library
When it comes to digital, the 21st century business 
experience is all about piecing components together in a 
smart, flexible way without compromizing brand 
consistency – or device speed. We understand that if 
you’re a marketing, communications or sales person you’d 
rather focus your time on the important stuff (rather than 
the technical stuff).
It’s why we’re now building an extensive 
digital component library to save you time 
and enable you to, for example, create 
websites and web pages fast and efficiently 
from a range of attractive templates.

Any DSM business can use these digital 
components and designs for their websites, 
and they include a wealth of images – not only 
to illustrate text but to support navigation.

Our family of components supports you for 
all kinds of content.

Simply drag and drop the content 
components, add your own text and 
images, and hey presto!

For all questions, contact Wim Goyvaerts 
(Lead Solution Engineer) or Guido Bessems 
(Product owner Digital Marketing).

Available on the DSM brand center:
DSM_DigitalComponents

mailto:wim.goyvaerts@dsm.com
mailto:guido.bessems@dsm.com
http://www-test6.dsm.com/componentlibrary/home.html
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Responsive
design is here
Our digital component library is versatile and responsive 
– and it needs to be (don’t forget that mobile is our 
fastest growing channel).

1  The DSM website and DSM business 
group websites always use the DSM 
logo on its own (with no BG names or 
taglines). For DSM product brands you 
can apply your own logo; all other 
elements and dimensions in the 
headers are set and ready-to-go.

2  The product group/segment bar is to 
help users navigate our Business Group 
web sites you can add a product group/
segment bar that sits at the top of the 
page above the main visual.

 Always ensure that the text appears in 
capitals minus any DSM pre-fix, and you’re 
free to choose from the DSM color palette 
– provided the color stays consistent 
for each group/segment web site.

3  You can use the key visual and 
headline or the titles at the top to 
promote your specific offering – whether 
you’re a DSM business group or DSM 
product brand.

4  We always add our DSM brand promise 
to the key visual or video when 
appearing on  a home page or landing 
page, whether for DSM business groups 
or DSM product brands.

5  This component is designed to feature 
short stories around our goals and 
targets – a big part of our bolder, more 
purpose- driven approach now. Simply 
choose the most relevant, resonant 
content – along with whatever color 
variation of the visual device works best.

6  You don’t have to worry about 
dimensions and elements in the footer 
as they’ve already been created for 
each website.

7  You have a small selection of buttons, 
icons and settings for tabs to choose 
 from; while the overall design is set 
and ready-to-go.

1 1 1

6
6 6

3 3

2

3

7

4 4 4

5

5 5

DSM corporate DSM company branded  
proposition (business group  

home or landing page)

DSM product brand  
(business group home  

or landingpage)

UPDATED
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Social media matters

NEW

Social media has tremendous potential to help us amplify 
our brand and spread the word about the great work 
we’re doing at DSM to create brighter lives for all.
Like many companies, we connect with social media communities through various 
corporate channels via authorized colleagues (perhaps you’re one of them) who speak on 
behalf of DSM in a creative and consistent way.

But nowadays we’re all able to be DSM ambassadors and spread the word about how we’re 
creating brighter lives for all for all. Just remember to apply our Core Visual Brand 
Elements whenever you can to ensure our brand remains strong and consistent. Just to 
remind you, these comprise the simplified DSM logo lockup, the DSM color palette, and 
photography that pops: and they should be applied to all social media platforms.

For more on our Social Media Policy follow the link.

General social media design elements

For all social media platforms, it’s essential that our logo and visually identity is correct 
and consistent across the three main categories.

1  Global Corporate Communications – The Corporate Global DSM channels use the single 
DSM Simplified Logo as their profile icon. Here are some examples of do’s and don’ts.

2  Country-specific, Corporate Department and Marketing Communications – For country- 
specific, corporate or marketing communications social media channels only, you can use 
the DSM logo with a little descriptive text to distinguish from the global DSM channel. For 
more information contact the Social Media support team. 

3  Product Brand Communications – For DSM Product Brand channels, you can use the 
product logo as the profile icon. We highly recommend that you include a reference to 
DSM in the product brand profile description.

Always use the DSM Simplified Logo. 
Never use the DSM Brand Motif in isolation or crop the logo

Example: WeChat – ChinaExample: FacebookExample: Twitter

1

Product Brand communications

3

For Country specific, Corporate Department and Marketing Communications, the size of the descriptor is 
in proportion to the DSM Simplified Logo, and the text is set in the Meta typeface (capitals) in DSM Cyan. 

2

https://brandcenter.dsm.com/en_US/home.html?path=site/downloads/faceted-search/&Culture=en&q=Element+Variant%3aSocial+Media%3b
mailto:social.media%40dsm.com?subject=
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DSM Brand identity requirements

Chapter 5:  
Showcase campaigns

At this point, you may be thinking, ‘how can I best take 
these DSM brand elements and use them to build 
powerful campaigns that engage our customers’? 

Well, to give you an idea of what’s possible, we created 
this Showcase section to highlight some creative and 
inspiring examples from around our company.

You’ll see how businesses have taken the DSM brand and 
purpose to the next level in different markets and 
media, while conforming to (and indeed building on) our 
brand identity.

In fact, we intend to add more campaigns to this section 
in future updates of these Brand Requirements – so, if 
you’re planning new content, who knows? Maybe your 
next campaign will feature here too. 

Read, and enjoy this outstanding work…

NEW

58
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Chapter 5 | Showcase campaigns | Corporate | Internal programs
Overall campaign advert

A ‘connected’ approach
Improving our communication with each other is a major focus for DSM and our ways of 
working – not least the ability to request, give and receive quality feedback. After all, we 
have a huge well of diverse and interesting insights and experience within DSM: why not 
make the most of it?

Traditionally, our internal campaigns have involved the creation of separate logos and 
straplines to grab attention and drive engagement. In some ways it’s an understandable 
approach…but is it the best use of our brand – and the fact that we stand together as ONE DSM? 

For this campaign, the team took a fresh approach by reaching out to our Global 
Communications & Branding department to help create an attractive visual device with 
different icon variations – and based on our DSM brand color palette and typeface.

The campaign then delivers the key message that Feedback empowers – while emphasizing 
why this is so important (because it helps our people connect). 

As a result, our people connected with this campaign!

Feedback Empowers main icon variations:

Feedback Empowers

A comprehensive communications toolkit with posters, guidelines and much more is available.

Overall campaign advert

NEW

https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/peoplehr/English/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?FolderCTID=0x0120002E67D27B1FC5C14B9D406DBEEADC9306&viewid=f9fca728%2D1589%2D49fb%2Da9e1%2Da3fa15ec078e&id=%2Fsites%2Fpeoplehr%2FEnglish%2FDocuments%2FTalent%20Development%2FFeedback%20Empowers%2FCommunication%20Materials
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The customer we 
care most about

To feed 9.7 billion people by 2050, sustainably and responsibly, 
and within our planet’s finite resources, the time to change is now. 

At DSM, we’re focusing our passion and expertise on 6 key areas  
to support the livestock value chain and address the challenges 
facing our planet: 
• Improving lifetime performance of farm animals 
• Making efficient use of natural resources 
• Reducing emissions from livestock 
• Helping tackle antimicrobial resistance
• Reducing our reliance on marine resources
• Improving the quality of meat, milk, fish and eggs,  

while reducing food loss and waste 

We strongly believe in sustainable food systems and that the 
livestock industry can transform itself from within to be a part of 
the solution. We want to play a key role in this transformation and 
work at species and country level, with our partners, to provide 
tangible and actionable solutions to create brighter lives for all.

If not us, who? If not now, when?  
WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

Find out how DSM can help transform animal nutrition and health 
sustainably at dsm.com/anh

Overall campaign advert

A compelling customer narrative
How do you create a truly differentiated brand campaign that tackles a defining topic in 
an incisive and emotionally resonant way; supported by solid science and facts; and all 
beautifully integrated with the DSM purpose and brand identity?

Just ask our colleagues at DSM Animal Nutrition & Health

Using their End Market Narrative as a starting point they’ve created a campaign that’s 
on-brand, on-purpose – and on-point in the way it translates the high-level DSM company 
story into specific value propositions for our customers. In fact, there’s an entire campaign 
toolkit including video and infographics.

They focus on six of the world’s greatest sustainability challenges in animal nutrition and 
health resulting in the following business drivers:

The campaign playbook is now available 
to download via our employee-only 
Sharepoint landing page, including a 
comprehensive communications toolkit 
with videos, infographics, posters, PPTs 
and much more.

WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE
If not us, who? If not now, when?

IMPROVING LIFETIME
PERFORMANCE OF FARM ANIMALS

MAKING EFFICIENT USE  
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

REDUCING EMISSIONS  
FROM LIVESTOCK

HELPING TACKLE 
ANTIMICROBIAL 
RESISTANCE

REDUCING OUR RELIANCE ON
MARINE RESOURCES

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF MEAT, 
MILK, FISH AND EGGS, WHILE 
REDUCING FOOD LOSS AND WASTE

The customer we care most about

The ANH playbook

If not us, who? If not now, when?

WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

NEW

https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/wemakeitpossible
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/wemakeitpossible
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Accompanying promotional film

What makes this campaign stand out is the creative idea 
of emphasizing the unique nature of each proposition 
with a very simple illustration overlaid on the image, 
making the intangible, tangible.
The illustration on the example to the right shows an outline around the chicklet, 
symbolizing how DSM ‘shields’ animals against stress and pathogens to increase their 
resilience, thereby limiting antibiotic use. This is one example of how Animal Nutrition & 
Health build a sustainable future, responsibly.

This campaign is a great example how we build a bridge between company-level and 
business-level propositions. 

The collateral shown here is just part of a whole campaign. You can find a comprehensive 
toolkit with videos, infographics, posters, PowerPoint presentations and much more on 
the We make it possible SharePoint landing page, only accessible for DSM  employees.

See our End Market Narrative for more examples of how ANH has brought this to life.

Chapter 5 | Showcase campaigns | DNP | ANH 

Accompanying infographic 

Advert for brand driver ‘Helping tackle antimicrobial resistance’

Helping tackle 
antimicrobial 
resistance
We’re focusing our passion and expertise on developing 
novel nutritional solutions which increase the resilience 
of animals to stress and pathogens, thereby limiting 
antibiotic use.
We are transforming animal nutrition and health  
to build a sustainable future, responsibly. 

If not us, who? If not now, when?
WE MAKE IT POSSIBLE

Find out how DSM can help transform animal 
nutrition and health sustainably at dsm.com/anh

Notice how the static illustrations in these adverts transform into various animations 
that nicely highlight the key messaging. You’ll then see how this movie builds up to the 
campaign promise/tagline (We make it possible) – and then connects perfectly to the 
DSM brand promise of ‘Bright science. Brighter living.’ (see page 23 for more detail).

NEW

https://www.dsm.com/wemakeitpossible/en_us/sustainability-platforms/improving-lifetime-performance.html#campaign-video
https://dsm1234.sharepoint.com/sites/wemakeitpossible
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Overall campaign advert

Bringing the ‘why’ to life
When it comes to taking our purpose and making it tangible - and relevant - for end-
market customers, it’s hard to look past this outstanding campaign from DSM Human 
Nutrition & Health. 

The Where others see products, we see purpose campaign lifts the lid (literally) on 
customer products containing our nutritional ingredients - providing a unique insight into 
how and why they benefit society. 

As you can see, the left half of the concept art shows the product; the right half shows 
its effect in a startling simple yet powerful way – bringing to life our purpose of creating 
brighter lives for all. And from a customer standpoint, it demonstrates very clearly that 
everything we do starts with the end user in mind.

In the words of the HNH team: ‘As the headline explains, they see each product as just that 
– a product on a shelf. However, we are able to see the real purpose behind our customers’ 
products, finding the humanity of the customers who use them, distinguishing ourselves.’

For everything you need to know about the 
strategic ambitions and positioning – and 
how to efficiently promote the “Products with 
Purpose” campaign – please visit the Voice of 
HNH (this is a SharePoint link only accessible 
for DSM employees).

Where others see 
products, we see 
purpose.

Where others 
see products,
we see purpose.

© DSM 2020. All rights reserved.

We see therapies that safely and efficiently  
help to improve people’s lives.

Together we can embrace our full potential  
as a purpose-led, end-to-end partner.

Overall campaign advert
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What makes this campaign unique
As you can see, this is a consistent yet adaptable approach that works for multiple 
products and vertical market segments. The unique visual style makes the concept 
instantly recognizable thanks to the novel yet consistent conceptual artwork. 

The video for this campaign takes the concept even further, not only bringing another 
dimension to the story but tying up the campaign concept and DSM brand promise neatly 
at the end.

This is one campaign seriously worth checking out. So if you’re looking for inspiration, why 
not explore the Voice of HNH. It includes videos, infographics, posters, PowerPoint 
presentations and much more. Enjoy!

Chapter 5 | Showcase campaigns | DNP | ANH 
Food and beverage

Pharmaceuticals

Dietary supplements

Early life nutrition

We see a world where people get the nutrition  
they need to live healthy, active lives.

Where others 
see products,
we see purpose.

Together we can embrace our full potential  
as a purpose-led, end-to-end partner.

© DSM 2020. All rights reserved.

Where others 
see products,
we see purpose.

© DSM 2020. All rights reserved.

We see therapies that safely and efficiently  
help to improve people’s lives.

Together we can embrace our full potential  
as a purpose-led, end-to-end partner.

Where others 
see products,
we see purpose.

© DSM 2020. All rights reserved.

We see people living passionate,  
active lives by making health a priority.

Together we can embrace our full potential  
as a purpose-led, end-to-end partner.

Where others 
see products,
we see purpose.

© DSM 2020. All rights reserved.

We see healthier, happier childhoods  
creating healthier, happier futures.

Together we can embrace our full potential  
as a purpose-led, end-to-end partner.
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Chapter 5 | Showcase campaigns | Corporate | Meeting and Events 

Beyond campaigns 
For a glimpse into the future of where business – and our brand – is going, look no further 
than the DSM Virtual Venue.

With our businesses so reliant on traditional tradeshows and customer events, this 
innovative format from the DSM Meeting & Events team was developed to give our people 
a viable alternative to face-to-face meetings.

It looks and feels like a real tradeshow or customer event. There’s a reception area; 
plenaries; breakout sessions; keynotes speeches – and even a virtual coffee area: all 
created with a unique blend of pre-recorded, on-demand and live content. 

With many of our competitors struggling to maintain relationships with customer and 
stakeholders – and keep their brand top of mind – this is a true differentiator for DSM. The 
branding is bold and clear; and the content is bespoke and tailored to the precise needs 
of the relevant end market and customer.

Meanwhile, the entire experience is driven by an automated back-end that enables easier 
tracking of visitors. This in turn drives engagement both during and after the event and 
delivers data-driven insights that can drive lead generation and revenue.

The DSM Virtual Event can be easily adapted to the needs of any DSM business – and is 
suitable for creating virtual tradeshows, customer events or large-and-small internal meetings.

So, if you’re looking to connect with your audience in a new, differentiated – and smartly 
branded – way, we urge you to get in touch with the team to explore the new possibilities 
that await! 

For more information on the Virtual Venue and how it works, visit the  
internal Sharepoint portal.

Here you can see how the traditional meeting or event is brought to life in an innovative 
and engaging way. But to get a real flavor of this experience why not download the brief 
Guided Tour video that the team created.

The DSM Virtual Venue
Screenshots from website

NEW
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Chapter 5 | Showcase campaigns | Corporate | Meeting and Events 

Imagine a VR ‘pod’ that employees, customers and visitors could sit inside and enjoy 
a completely immersive brand experience. It could involve seeing and feeling how we 
help feed individual families in the developing world today; or it could be a futuristic, 
fantastical glimpse into the future of motoring 50 years from now, based on our 
biobased engineering materials. 

Well, you may not need to imagine for much longer. Welcome to the age of virtual & 
augmented reality – where virtually the only limit to how our stakeholders experience 
our brand… is our own imagination. 

Excited about the future? We certainly hope so.

Where could our  
brand go next?

NEW
NEW
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DSM Brand identity requirements

Chapter 5:  
Governance

We want to make your life easier when  implementing  
our brand identity. Which is why we’ve simplified our 
design system.

Our one request? Because we’re giving everyone more 
freedom to express and interpret the brand, it’s even 
more important that you stick to the rules that we do 
have. That way we’ll ensure an even more consistent and 
compelling DSM brand experience that works – for all.
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Chapter 5 | Governance

Branding roles & 
responsibilities 
Every one of us has an important role to play in bringing 
the DSM brand to life and living its values every day. 
However, we’re also fortunate to have an excellent team 
guiding and supporting our branding efforts. 

Group communications & branding holds overall responsibility for brand-related matters, 
with a delegated responsibility to:

• DSM marketing & sales for product brand requirements.

• The BG Marketing Directors and Cluster Communications directors for end market 
positioning and narratives (in consultation with Business Presidents).

The brand custodian team 

We’ve also created a brand custodian team (consisting of senior SVP GC&B, CMO, Head of 
Global Trademarks Center (GTC), Global Director Purpose & Brand, Cluster Communications 
representative) to:

• Monitor overall progress & compliance.

• Ensure brand policies stay up-to-date.

• Incorporate feedback from the business.

Our custodian team is, in turn, supported by a brand expert team (made up of BG and GTC 
representatives) to help them make all this happen.
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Chapter 5 | Governance

Language policy
Quite simply, our stakeholders must be able to understand us.
Our communication therefore needs to be crystal-clear and delivered in the right languages, with high-quality 
translations. So here are eight golden rules to remember. 

1  Our company language is US English for all DSM communications to the outside world (with any other relevant 
languages following) – and we should always state this clearly.

2  Any interpretation issues must therefore always be resolved in English.

3  English is also the first language for all our internal communications to audiences of multiple nationalities (including 
our intranet and audio and video communications).

4  High-priority internal communications) for the entire DSM workforce (Eg, a co-CEO announcement) need to be 
provided in at least eight other languages: Dutch, French, German, Italian, European Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, 
Simplified Mandarin Chinese and Japanese.

5  All other company-wide internal communications - for example our DSM Engagement Survey questionnaire - should 
be delivered in the following languages (in addition to English): Dutch, German, French, Italian, European Spanish, 
Latin-American Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Greek, Simplified Mandarin Chinese, Romanian, Russian, Hungarian, 
Polish, Turkish, Korean, Japanese, Vietnamese, and Thai. 

6  Please ensure that all translations of company-wide corporate internal communications are coordinated by our 
Corporate Internal Communications team.

7  All signposting, visitor information and SHE (Safety, Health & Environment) information at DSM sites worldwide must 
be in English – as well as any other local language needed. 

8  If you’re in any doubt when communicating in the English language, please refer to latest version of the DSM Writing 
Guide (via the DSM Brand Center) – especially the tone of voice chapter.

NEW
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Chapter 5 | Governance

Social media 
guidelines
Each and every one of us now has the power at our 
fingertips (via Linkedin, twitter, facebook, Instagram, 
WeChat and others) to be true brand ambassadors for our 
company: as an influencer, a champion, and as a storyteller. 
For example, did you know that a post from an employee can generate eight times 
more engagement than when the same content is shared on a branded handle? That’s 
the power you have at your fingertips as a DSM brand ambassador.

It’s an incredibly sharp tool…but like all tools it needs to be handled with care. 

Protecting yourself (and DSM)

Before we get into how to use social media more effectively, here are the basics:

• Before you get started, refresh yourself on the DSM Business Code of Conduct. 

• Be transparent about the fact that you work for DSM, but your views may not 
necessarily always reflect those of DSM (in fact, include a disclaimer to that effect).

• Don’t include DSM branding on your personal social media posts.

• Make sure you respect all the relevant copyright, trademark and confidentiality  
laws in your area.

• This includes all commercially sensitive DSM information – and indeed your own 
privacy: be careful about what you disclose, because once it’s out there…

NEW
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Chapter 5 | Governance

Social media tips & tricks

It all boils down to three simple Golden Rules: use your common sense; know when to 
disengage; and, of course, always strive to truly inspire your network. 

1 Use common sense

Understand the social network. Different social media platforms have different purposes.

Correct your own mistakes. When you make a factual error in a post, create an update 
to correct it. 

Beware of potential security threats. Always report any suspicious activity to your team. 

Think before posting. In addition to checking the grammar and spelling, make sure 
there won’t be any negative effects from posting a status update. 

Play nice. Don’t interact with posts that criticize either our brand or our competitors. 
Simply…rise above it and stay positive!

2 Know when to disengage

Believe it or not, social media has been known to bring out the worst in some of us…so 
try and follow these three rules:

Don’t escalate issues. Responding to other social media users, especially on a 
contentious subject, can backfire.  

Don’t feed the trolls. Things can get nasty on social, and with hundreds of eyeballs on 
the conversation, so just let your own content and product speak for themselves. 

Silence can be golden. Steer clear of topics that are known to cause disputes, like 
political views or religious beliefs - and respect others’ opinions.

3 Inspire!

We’re an inspiring company, with inspiring people – and stories. So let’s inspire!

Sharing is caring. Be savvy and use your social profile as a place to share your 
expertise. It’s a great way to put our brand name out there and create opportunities. 

Looks matter. Keep your posts sharp. Any imagery should be in-line with DSM’s design 
guidelines – and never in low-resolution. 

Be authentic. Social media is about trust and about engagement. Being authentic 
means being true to yourself and your values - but not pushing your ideals down 
anyone’s throat or talking at people.

For more information on social media use and channels, contact the DSM Social media 
support team.  

NEW
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Chapter 5 | Governance

When in doubt: visit 
the DSM brand center
Want to know more? 
We sincerely hope you’ve found these Requirements useful. 

As our brand continues evolving to keep pace with a fast-changing world, our goal is to 
keep things as simple, concise and straightforward as possible. However, we also fully 
appreciate that sometimes you need to delve into the detail a little deeper. 

• For more information on our brand (and how to execute it successfully) check out the 
revamped DSM brand center. 

• Alternatively, you can download these Brand Requirements in PDF format. 

The DSM brand center is an especially good source to check every now and then, as we’ll be 
striving to include new content and examples that support you in bringing our brand to life. 

Third party suppliers 

If you’re a third-party supplier, please remember that you too can register for the DSM 
brand center (if you haven’t already!). Once inside, you’ll have full access to everything you 
need, including fonts, templates, color palette and an image library. 

Just remember to stick to all the requirements, while checking regularly for updates: and if 
you’re using images, footage, music or copyright-protected material, always check the 
usage and/or payment terms first.

That way we can all continue to work together – consistently & creatively – in making the 
DSM brand better and brighter for all.

Jan Sijstermans, Global Branding Manager
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